
CHAPTER THREE
Interest Rate and 
Economic Equivalence
No Lump Sum for Lottery-Winner Grandma, 941 A judge 
denied a 94-year-old woman’s attempt to force the Massachusetts 
Lottery Commission to pay her entire $5.6 million winnings up front
on the grounds that she otherwise won’t live long enough to collect it
all. The ruling means that the commission can pay Louise Outing, a re-
tired waitress, in installments over 20 years. After an initial gross payment
of $283,770, Outing would be paid 19 annual gross checks of $280,000.
That’s about $197,000 after taxes. Lottery Executive Director Joseph 
Sullivan said all players are held to the same rules, which are printed on
the back of Megabucks tickets. Lottery winners are allowed to “assign”
their winnings to a state-approved financial company that makes the full
payment—but only in return for a percentage of the total winnings.
Outing, who won a Megabucks drawing in September, has seven 
grandchildren, nine great-grandchildren, and six great-great-grandchildren.
“I’d like to get it and do what I want with it,” she said.“I’m not going to
live 20 years. I’ll be 95 in March.”
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1 “No Lump Sum for Lottery-Winner Grandma, 94,” The Associated Press, December 30, 2004.
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The next time you play a lottery, look at the top section of the play slip. You
will see two boxes: “Cash Value” and “Annual Payments.” You need to mark
one of the boxes before you fill out the rest of the slip. If you don’t, and you
win the jackpot, you will automatically receive the jackpot as annual pay-
ments. That is what happened to Ms. Louise Outing. If you mark the “Cash
Value box” and you win, you will receive the present cash value of the an-
nounced jackpot in one lump sum. This amount will be less than the an-
nounced jackpot. With the announced jackpot of $5.6 million, Ms. Outing
could receive about 52.008%, or $2.912 million, in one lump sum (less with-
holding tax). This example is based on average market costs as of January
2005 of 20 annual payments funded by the U.S.Treasury Zero Coupon
Bonds (or a 7.2% coupon rate). With this option, you can look forward to a
large cash payment up front.

First, most people familiar with investments would tell Ms. Outing 
that receiving a lump amount of $2.912 million today is likely to prove a
far better deal than receiving $280,000 a year for 20 years, even if the
grandma lives long enough to collect the entire annual payments.
After losing the court appeal, Ms. Outing was able to find a buyer for her
lottery in a lump-sum amount of $2.467 million. To arrive at that price,
the buyer calculated the return he wanted to earn—at that time about
9.5% interest, compounded annually—and applied that rate in reverse to
the $5.6 million he stood to collect over 20 years. The buyer says the
deals he strikes with winners applies a basic tenet of all financial transac-
tions, the time value of money: A dollar in hand today is worth more
than one that will be paid to you in the future.

In engineering economics, the principles discussed in this chapter are 
regarded as the underpinning for nearly all project investment analysis.
This is because we always need to account for the effect of interest 
operating on sums of cash over time. Interest formulas allow us to place 
different cash flows received at different times in the same time frame 
and to compare them. As will become apparent, almost our entire 
study of engineering economics is built on the principles introduced in 
this chapter.
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54 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

Charge or Cost to Borrower

g

Figure 3.1 The meaning of interest rate to the lender (bank) and
to the borrower.

CHAPTER LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, you should understand the following concepts:

� The time value of money.

� The difference between simple interest and the compound interest.

� The meaning of economic equivalence and why we need it in economic
analysis.

� How to compare two different money series by means of the concept
of economic equivalence.

� The interest operation and the types of interest formulas used to facilitate
the calculation of economic equivalence.

3.1 Interest:The Cost of Money

Most of us are familiar in a general way with the concept of interest. We know
that money left in a savings account earns interest, so that the balance over
time is greater than the sum of the deposits. We also know that borrowing to
buy a car means repaying an amount over time, that that amount includes in-

terest, and that it is therefore greater than the amount borrowed. What may be unfamiliar to
us is the idea that, in the financial world, money itself is a commodity and, like other
goods that are bought and sold, money costs money.

The cost of money is established and measured by a market interest rate, a per-
centage that is periodically applied and added to an amount (or varying amounts) of
money over a specified length of time. When money is borrowed, the interest paid is
the charge to the borrower for the use of the lender’s property; when money is lent or
invested, the interest earned is the lender’s gain from providing a good to another
(Figure 3.1). Interest, then, may be defined as the cost of having money available for
use. In this section, we examine how interest operates in a free-market economy and we
establish a basis for understanding the more complex interest relationships that follow
later on in the chapter.

Market interest
rate: Interest
rate quoted 
by financial 
institutions.
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Section 3.1 Interest: The Cost of Money 55

Account Value Cost of Refrigerator

Case 1:
Inflation 
exceeds 
earning power

Case 2:
Earning power 
exceeds 
inflation

1inflation rate = 4%21earning rate = 6%2 N = 1  $104N = 1  $106
N = 0  $100N = 0  $100

1inflation rate = 8%21earning rate = 6%2 N = 1  $108N = 1  $106
N = 0  $100N = 0  $100

The time value
of money: The
idea that a dollar
today is worth
more than a 
dollar in the 
future because
the dollar re-
ceived today can
earn interest.

3.1.1 The Time Value of Money
The “time value of money” seems like a sophisticated concept, yet it is a concept that
you grapple with every day. Should you buy something today or save your money and
buy it later? Here is a simple example of how your buying behavior can have varying
results: Pretend you have $100, and you want to buy a $100 refrigerator for your dorm
room. If you buy it now, you are broke. Suppose that you can invest money at 6% inter-
est, but the price of the refrigerator increases only at an annual rate of 4% due to inflation.
In a year you can still buy the refrigerator, and you will have $2 left over. Well, if the
price of the refrigerator increases at an annual rate of 8% instead, you will not have
enough money (you will be $2 short) to buy the refrigerator a year from now. In that
case, you probably are better off buying the refrigerator now. The situation is summa-
rized in Figure 3.2.

Clearly, the rate at which you earn interest should be higher than the inflation rate to
make any economic sense of the delayed purchase. In other words, in an inflationary
economy, your purchasing power will continue to decrease as you further delay the purchase
of the refrigerator. In order to make up this future loss in purchasing power, your earning
interest rate should be sufficiently larger than the anticipated inflation rate. After all,
time, like money, is a finite resource. There are only 24 hours in a day, so time has to be
budgeted, too. What this example illustrates is that we must connect the “earning power”
and the “purchasing power” to the concept of time.

When we deal with large amounts of money, long periods of time, or high interest
rates, the change in the value of a sum of money over time becomes extremely signifi-
cant. For example, at a current annual interest rate of 10%, $1 million will earn $100,000
in interest in a year; thus, to wait a year to receive $1 million clearly involves a significant
sacrifice. When deciding among alternative proposals, we must take into account the op-
eration of interest and the time value of money in order to make valid comparisons of
different amounts at various times.

The way interest operates reflects the fact that money has a time value. This is why
amounts of interest depend on lengths of time; interest rates, for example, are typically
given in terms of a percentage per year. We may define the principle of the time value of
money as follows: The economic value of a sum depends on when it is received. Because
money has both earning as well as purchasing power over time, as shown in Figure 3.3
(it can be put to work, earning more money for its owner), a dollar received today has a
greater value than a dollar received at some future time.

Figure 3.2 Gains achieved or losses incurred by delaying consumption.

Purchasing
power: The
value of a 
currency 
expressed in
terms of the
amount of goods
or services that
one unit of
money can buy.
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56 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

Time

Loss of Purchasing Power Increase in Earning Power

Figure 3.3 The time value of money. This is a two-edged sword whereby
earning grows, but purchasing power decreases, as time goes by.

When lending or borrowing interest rates are quoted by financial institutions on the mar-
ketplace, those interest rates reflect the desired amounts to be earned, as well as any protec-
tion from loss in the future purchasing power of money because of inflation. (If we want to
know the true desired earnings in isolation from inflation, we can determine the real interest
rate. We consider this issue in Chapter 11. The earning power of money and its loss of value
because of inflation are calculated by different analytical techniques.) In the meantime, we
will assume that, unless otherwise mentioned, the interest rate used in this book reflects the
market interest rate, which takes into account the earning power, as well as the effect of in-
flation perceived in the marketplace. We will also assume that all cash flow transactions are
given in terms of actual dollars, with the effect of inflation, if any, reflected in the amount.

3.1.2 Elements of Transactions Involving Interest
Many types of transactions (e.g., borrowing or investing money or purchasing machinery on
credit) involve interest, but certain elements are common to all of these types of transactions:

• An initial amount of money in transactions involving debt or investments is called
the principal.

• The interest rate measures the cost or price of money and is expressed as a percent-
age per period of time.

• A period of time, called the interest period, determines how frequently interest is
calculated. (Note that even though the length of time of an interest period can vary,
interest rates are frequently quoted in terms of an annual percentage rate. We will
discuss this potentially confusing aspect of interest in Chapter 4.)

• A specified length of time marks the duration of the transaction and thereby establishes
a certain number of interest periods.

• A plan for receipts or disbursements yields a particular cash flow pattern over a
specified length of time. (For example, we might have a series of equal monthly
payments that repay a loan.)

• A future amount of money results from the cumulative effects of the interest rate
over a number of interest periods.

Actual dollars:
The cash flow
measured 
in terms of 
the dollars at 
the time of the
transaction.
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Section 3.1 Interest:The Cost of Money 57

For the purposes of calculation, these elements are represented by the following variables:

discrete payment or receipt occurring at the end of some interest period.
interest rate per interest period.
total number of interest periods.

A sum of money at a time chosen as time zero for purposes of analysis; sometimes
referred to as the present value or present worth.
A future sum of money at the end of the analysis period. This sum may be speci-
fied as 
An end-of-period payment or receipt in a uniform series that continues for N pe-
riods. This is a special situation where 
An equivalent sum of money at the end of a specified period n that considers the
effect of the time value of money. Note that and 

Because frequent use of these symbols will be made in this text, it is important that you be-
come familiar with them. Note, for example, the distinction between A, and The
symbol refers to a specific payment or receipt, at the end of period n, in any series of pay-
ments. is the final payment in such a series, because N refers to the total number of in-
terest periods. A refers to any series of cash flows in which all payments or receipts are equal.

Example of an Interest Transaction
As an example of how the elements we have just defined are used in a particular situation,
let us suppose that an electronics manufacturing company buys a machine for $25,000
and borrows $20,000 from a bank at a 9% annual interest rate. In addition, the company
pays a $200 loan origination fee when the loan commences. The bank offers two repayment
plans, one with equal payments made at the end of every year for the next five years, the
other with a single payment made after the loan period of five years. These two payment
plans are summarized in Table 3.1.

• In Plan 1, the principal amount P is $20,000, and the interest rate i is 9%. The interest
period is one year, and the duration of the transaction is five years, which means there
are five interest periods It bears repeating that whereas one year is a common
interest period, interest is frequently calculated at other intervals: monthly, quarterly, or

1N = 52.

AN

An

AN.An,

VN = F.V0 = P
 Vn =

A1 = A2 =
Á

= AN.
  A =

FN.
  F =

  P =
 N = The
   i = The
An = A

Present value:
The amount that
a future sum 
of money is
worth today,
given a specified
rate of return.

Year 0 $20,000.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00

Year 1 5,141.85 0

Year 2 5,141.85 0

Year 3 5,141.85 0

Year 4 5,141.85 0

Year 5 5,141.85 30,772.48

P = $20,000, A = $5,141.85, F = $30,772.48

TABLE 3.1 Repayment Plans for Example Given in Text (for years 
and )

Payments

End of Year Receipts Plan 1 Plan 2

i � 9%
N � 5

Note: You actually borrow $19,800 with the origination fee of $200, but you pay back on the basis of $20,000.
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58 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

semiannually, for instance. For this reason, we used the term period rather than year
when we defined the preceding list of variables. The receipts and disbursements
planned over the duration of this transaction yield a cash flow pattern of five equal pay-
ments A of $5,141.85 each, paid at year’s end during years 1 through 5. (You’ll have to
accept these amounts on faith for now—the next section presents the formula used to
arrive at the amount of these equal payments, given the other elements of the problem.)

• Plan 2 has most of the elements of Plan 1, except that instead of five equal repayments,
we have a grace period followed by a single future repayment F of $30,772.78.

Cash Flow Diagrams
Problems involving the time value of money can be conveniently represented in graphic
form with a cash flow diagram (Figure 3.4). Cash flow diagrams represent time by a
horizontal line marked off with the number of interest periods specified. The cash flows
over time are represented by arrows at relevant periods: Upward arrows denote positive
flows (receipts), downward arrows negative flows (disbursements). Note, too, that the
arrows actually represent net cash flows: Two or more receipts or disbursements made
at the same time are summed and shown as a single arrow. For example, $20,000 re-
ceived during the same period as a $200 payment would be recorded as an upward arrow
of $19,800. Also, the lengths of the arrows can suggest the relative values of particular
cash flows.

Cash flow diagrams function in a manner similar to free-body diagrams or circuit
diagrams, which most engineers frequently use: Cash flow diagrams give a convenient
summary of all the important elements of a problem, as well as a reference point to de-
termine whether the statement of the problem has been converted into its appropriate
parameters. The text frequently uses this graphic tool, and you are strongly encouraged
to develop the habit of using well-labeled cash flow diagrams as a means to identify and
summarize pertinent information in a cash flow problem. Similarly, a table such as Table 3.1
can help you organize information in another summary format.

1

0

0

$5,141.85

$19,800 $20,000

$200

2

$5,141.85

3

$5,141.85

4

$5,141.85

5

$5,141.85

i � 9%

Cash flow at n � 0
is a net cash flow
after summing
$20,000 and taking
away $200

Figure 3.4 A cash flow diagram for Plan 1 of the loan 
repayment example summarized in Table 3.1.
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Section 3.1 Interest:The Cost of Money 59

End-of-Period Convention
In practice, cash flows can occur at the beginning or in the middle of an interest period—
or indeed, at practically any point in time. One of the simplifying assumptions we make
in engineering economic analysis is the end-of-period convention, which is the practice
of placing all cash flow transactions at the end of an interest period. (See Figure 3.5.) This
assumption relieves us of the responsibility of dealing with the effects of interest within
an interest period, which would greatly complicate our calculations.

It is important to be aware of the fact that, like many of the simplifying assump-
tions and estimates we make in modeling engineering economic problems, the end-of-
period convention inevitably leads to some discrepancies between our model and
real-world results.

Suppose, for example, that $100,000 is deposited during the first month of the year in
an account with an interest period of one year and an interest rate of 10% per year. In
such a case, the difference of 1 month would cause an interest income loss of $10,000.
This is because, under the end-of-period convention, the $100,000 deposit made during
the interest period is viewed as if the deposit were made at the end of the year, as opposed
to 11 months earlier. This example gives you a sense of why financial institutions choose
interest periods that are less than one year, even though they usually quote their rate as an
annual percentage.

Armed with an understanding of the basic elements involved in interest problems, we
can now begin to look at the details of calculating interest.

3.1.3 Methods of Calculating Interest
Money can be lent and repaid in many ways, and, equally, money can earn interest in
many different ways. Usually, however, at the end of each interest period, the interest
earned on the principal amount is calculated according to a specified interest rate. The
two computational schemes for calculating this earned interest are said to yield either
simple interest or compound interest. Engineering economic analysis uses the com-
pound-interest scheme almost exclusively.

End-of-period
convention:
Unless otherwise
mentioned,
all cash flow 
transactions
occur at the 
end of an 
interest period.

$10

0

0

1

1

$10

$45

$8 $5
$12

End of interest
period

Beginning of
Interest period

Interest Period

Figure 3.5 Any cash flows occurring during the inter-
est period are summed to a single amount and placed 
at the end of the interest period.

Simple interest:
The interest rate
is applied only 
to the original
principal amount
in computing 
the amount of
interest.
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Suppose you deposit $1,000 in a bank savings account that pays interest at a rate of
10% compounded annually. Assume that you don’t withdraw the interest earned at
the end of each period (one year), but let it accumulate. How much would you have
at the end of year 3?

60 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

Simple Interest
Simple interest is interest earned on only the principal amount during each interest period.
In other words, with simple interest, the interest earned during each interest period does
not earn additional interest in the remaining periods, even though you do not withdraw it.

In general, for a deposit of P dollars at a simple interest rate of i for N periods, the
total earned interest would be

(3.1)

The total amount available at the end of N periods thus would be

(3.2)

Simple interest is commonly used with add-on loans or bonds. (See Chapter 4.)

Compound Interest
Under a compound-interest scheme, the interest earned in each period is calculated on the
basis of the total amount at the end of the previous period. This total amount includes the
original principal plus the accumulated interest that has been left in the account. In this
case, you are, in effect, increasing the deposit amount by the amount of interest earned. In
general, if you deposited (invested) P dollars at interest rate i, you would have

dollars at the end of one period. If the entire amount (principal and
interest) is reinvested at the same rate i for another period, at the end of the second period
you would have

Continuing, we see that the balance after the third period is

This interest-earning process repeats, and after N periods the total accumulated value
(balance) F will grow to

(3.3)

EXAMPLE 3.1 Compound Interest

F = P11 + i2N.

P11 + i22 + i[P11 + i22] = P11 + i23.

 = P11 + i22.
 P11 + i2 + i[P11 + i2] = P11 + i211 + i2

P + iP = P11 + i2

F = P + I = P11 + iN2.

I = 1iP2N.

Compound:
The ability of 
an asset to 
generate earnings
that are then
reinvested and
generate their
own earnings.
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Section 3.1 Interest:The Cost of Money 61

SOLUTION
Given: years, and per year.
Find: F.

Applying Eq. (3.3) to our three-year, 10% case, we obtain

The total interest earned is $331, which is $31 more than was accumulated under the
simple-interest method (Figure 3.6). We can keep track of the interest accruing
process more precisely as follows:

COMMENTS: At the end of the first year, you would have $1,000, plus $100 in interest, or
a total of $1,100. In effect, at the beginning of the second year, you would be depositing
$1,100, rather than $1,000. Thus, at the end of the second year, the interest earned would
be and the balance would be This
is the amount you would be depositing at the beginning of the third year, and the in-
terest earned for that period would be With a beginning prin-
cipal amount of $1,210 plus the $121 interest, the total balance would be $1,331 at
the end of year 3.

0.101$1,2102 = $121.

$110 = $1,210.$1,100 +0.101$1,1002 = $110,

F = $1,00011 + 0.1023 = $1,331.

i = 10%P = $1,000, N = 3

Amount at Beginning Interest Earned Amount at End 
Period of Interest Period for Period of Interest Period

1 $1,000 $1,000(0.10) $1,100

2 1,100 1,100(0.10) 1,210

3 1,210 1,210(0.10) 1,331

0

1

$1,100

$1,000
2

$1,210

$1,100
3

$1,331

$1,210

Figure 3.6 The process of computing the balance when $1,000
at 10% is deposited for three years (Example 3.1).
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62 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

3.1.4 Simple Interest versus Compound Interest
From Eq. (3.3), the total interest earned over N periods is

(3.4)

Compared with the simple-interest scheme, the additional interest earned with compound
interest is

(3.5)

(3.6)

As either i or N becomes large, the difference in interest earnings also becomes large, so the
effect of compounding is further pronounced. Note that, when compound interest
is the same as simple interest.

Using Example 3.1, we can illustrate the difference between compound interest and
the simple interest. Under the simple-interest scheme, you earn interest only on the principal
amount at the end of each interest period. Under the compounding scheme, you earn interest
on the principal, as well as interest on interest.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the fact that compound interest is a sum of simple interests
earned on the original principal, as well as periodic simple interests earned on a series of
simple interests.

N = 1,

 = P[11 + i2N - 11 + iN2].
 ¢I = P[11 + i2N - 1] - 1iP2N

I = F - P = P[11 + i2N - 1].

$100$100 $100

$10 $10

$10

$1

$1,000

$1,331

n � 2n � 1n � 0 n � 3

Simple interest earned 
on $1,000 at n � 0

Simple interest earned on $100
at n � 1

Simple interest earned 
on $100 at n � 2

Simple interest earned 
on $10 at n � 2

F � $1,000(1 � 0.10)3

� $1,331

Figure 3.7 The relationship between simple interest and compound interest.
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In 1626, Peter Minuit of the Dutch West India Company paid $24 to purchase
Manhattan Island in New York from the Indians. In retrospect, if Minuit had in-
vested the $24 in a savings account that earned 8% interest, how much would it be
worth in 2007?

SOLUTION

Given: per year, and years.
Find: F, based on (a) 8% simple interest and (b) 8% compound interest.

(a) With 8% simple interest,

(b) With 8% compound interest,

COMMENTS: The significance of compound interest is obvious in this example. Many
of us can hardly comprehend the magnitude of $130 trillion. In 2007, the total popu-
lation in the United States was estimated to be around 300 million. If the money were
distributed equally among the population, each individual would receive $434,051.
Certainly, there is no way of knowing exactly how much Manhattan Island is worth
today, but most real-estate experts would agree that the value of the island is nowhere
near $130 trillion. (Note that the U.S. national debt as of December 31, 2007, was es-
timated to be $9.19 trillion.)

F = $2411 + 0.082381
= $130,215,319,909,015.

F = $24[1 + 10.08213812] = $755.52.

N = 381P = $24, i = 8%

Section 3.2 Economic Equivalence 63

EXAMPLE 3.2 Comparing Simple with Compound Interest

3.2 Economic Equivalence
The observation that money has a time value leads us to an important question: If receiving
$100 today is not the same thing as receiving $100 at any future point, how do we measure
and compare various cash flows? How do we know, for example, whether we should prefer
to have $20,000 today and $50,000 ten years from now, or $8,000 each year for the next ten
years? In this section, we describe the basic analytical techniques for making these compar-
isons. Then, in Section 3.3, we will use these techniques to develop a series of formulas that
can greatly simplify our calculations.

3.2.1 Definition and Simple Calculations
The central question in deciding among alternative cash flows involves comparing their
economic worth. This would be a simple matter if, in the comparison, we did not need to
consider the time value of money: We could simply add the individual payments within a
cash flow, treating receipts as positive cash flows and payments (disbursements) as neg-
ative cash flows. The fact that money has a time value, however, makes our calculations
more complicated. We need to know more than just the size of a payment in order to
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Repayments

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3

64 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

determine its economic effect completely. In fact, as we will see in this section, we
need to know several things:

• The magnitude of the payment.
• The direction of the payment: Is it a receipt or a disbursement?
• The timing of the payment: When is it made?
• The interest rate in operation during the period under consideration.

It follows that, to assess the economic impact of a series of payments, we must consider
the impact of each payment individually.

Calculations for determining the economic effects of one or more cash flows are
based on the concept of economic equivalence. Economic equivalence exists between
cash flows that have the same economic effect and could therefore be traded for one another
in the financial marketplace, which we assume to exist.

Economic equivalence refers to the fact that a cash flow—whether a single payment or
a series of payments—can be converted to an equivalent cash flow at any point in time. For
example, we could find the equivalent future value F of a present amount P at interest rate i
at period n; or we could determine the equivalent present value P of N equal payments A.

The preceding strict concept of equivalence, which limits us to converting a cash
flow into another equivalent cash flow, may be extended to include the comparison of al-
ternatives. For example, we could compare the value of two proposals by finding the
equivalent value of each at any common point in time. If financial proposals that appear
to be quite different turn out to have the same monetary value, then we can be
economically indifferent to choosing between them: In terms of economic effect, one
would be an even exchange for the other, so no reason exists to prefer one over the other
in terms of their economic value.

A way to see the concepts of equivalence and economic indifference at work in the
real world is to note the variety of payment plans offered by lending institutions for con-
sumer loans. Table 3.2 extends the example we developed earlier to include three different
repayment plans for a loan of $20,000 for five years at 9% interest. You will notice, perhaps
to your surprise, that the three plans require significantly different repayment patterns and

Year 1 $  5,141.85 0 $ 1,800.00

Year 2 5,141.85 0 1,800.00

Year 3 5,141.85 0 1,800.00

Year 4 5,141.85 0 1,800.00

Year 5 5,141.85 $30,772.48 21,800.00

Total of payments $25,709.25 $30,772.48 $29,000.00

Total interest paid $ 5,709.25 $10,772.48 $ 9,000.00

TABLE 3.2 Typical Repayment Plans for a Bank Loan of $20,000 (for N = 5 years
and i = 9%)

Plan 1: Equal annual installments; Plan 2: End-of-loan-period repayment of principal and interest; Plan 3:
Annual repayment of interest and end-of-loan repayment of principal

Economic
equivalence:
The process of
comparing two
different cash
amounts at 
different points 
in time.
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Suppose you are offered the alternative of receiving either $3,000 at the end of five
years or P dollars today. There is no question that the $3,000 will be paid in full (no
risk). Because you have no current need for the money, you would deposit the P dollars
in an account that pays 8% interest. What value of P would make you indifferent to
your choice between P dollars today and the promise of $3,000 at the end of five years?

STRATEGY: Our job is to determine the present amount that is economically equivalent
to $3,000 in five years, given the investment potential of 8% per year. Note that the
statement of the problem assumes that you would exercise the option of using the
earning power of your money by depositing it. The “indifference” ascribed to you
refers to economic indifference; that is, in a marketplace where 8% is the applicable
interest rate, you could trade one cash flow for the other.

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: P.

Equation: Eq. (3.3),
Rearranging terms to solve for P gives

Substituting yields

P =

$3,000

11 + 0.0825 = $2,042.

P =

F

11 + i2N.

F = P11 + i2N.

i = 8% per year.F = $3,000, N = 5 years,
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different total amounts of repayment. However, because money has a time value, these
plans are equivalent, and economically, the bank is indifferent to a consumer’s choice of
plan. We will now discuss how such equivalence relationships are established.

Equivalence Calculations: A Simple Example
Equivalence calculations can be viewed as an application of the compound-interest rela-
tionships we developed in Section 3.1. Suppose, for example, that we invest $1,000 at
12% annual interest for five years. The formula developed for calculating compound in-
terest, (Eq. 3.3), expresses the equivalence between some present
amount P and a future amount F, for a given interest rate i and a number of interest peri-
ods N. Therefore, at the end of the investment period, our sums grow to

Thus, we can say that at 12% interest, $1,000 received now is equivalent to $1,762.34 re-
ceived in five years and that we could trade $1,000 now for the promise of receiving
$1,762.34 in five years. Example 3.3 further demonstrates the application of this basic
technique.

EXAMPLE 3.3 Equivalence

$1,00011 + 0.1225 = $1,762.34.

F = P11 + i2N
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$3,000(1 � 0.08)�5

$2,042

$2,205 $2,382 $2,572 $2,778 $3,000

0 1 2 3 4 5
Years

P
F

Figure 3.8 Various dollar amounts that will be economically equivalent to $3,000
in five years, given an interest rate of 8% (Example 3.3).

We summarize the problem graphically in Figure 3.8.

COMMENTS: In this example, it is clear that if P is anything less than $2,042, you
would prefer the promise of $3,000 in five years to P dollars today; if P is greater
than $2,042, you would prefer P. As you may have already guessed, at a lower interest
rate, P must be higher to be equivalent to the future amount. For example, at
i = 4%, P = $2,466.

Common base
period: To 
establish an 
economic equiv-
alence between
two cash flow
amounts, a 
common base
period must be
selected.

3.2.2 Equivalence Calculations: General Principles
In spite of their numerical simplicity, the examples we have developed reflect several
important general principles, which we will now explore.

Principle 1: Equivalence Calculations Made to Compare
Alternatives Require a Common Time Basis
Just as we must convert fractions to common denominators to add them together, we must
also convert cash flows to a common basis to compare their value. One aspect of this basis
is the choice of a single point in time at which to make our calculations. In Example 3.3, if
we had been given the magnitude of each cash flow and had been asked to determine
whether they were equivalent, we could have chosen any reference point and used the
compound interest formula to find the value of each cash flow at that point. As you can
readily see, the choice of or would make our problem simpler because we
need to make only one set of calculations: At 8% interest, either convert $2,042 at time 0
to its equivalent value at time 5, or convert $3,000 at time 5 to its equivalent value at time 0.
(To see how to choose a different reference point, take a look at Example 3.4.)

When selecting a point in time at which to compare the value of alternative cash
flows, we commonly use either the present time, which yields what is called the present
worth of the cash flows, or some point in the future, which yields their future worth.
The choice of the point in time often depends on the circumstances surrounding a particular
decision, or it may be chosen for convenience. For instance, if the present worth is known
for the first two of three alternatives, all three may be compared simply by calculating the
present worth of the third.

n = 5n = 0
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In Example 3.3, we determined that, given an interest rate of 8% per year, receiving
$2,042 today is equivalent to receiving $3,000 in five years. Are these cash flows also
equivalent at the end of year 3?

STRATEGY: This problem is summarized in Figure 3.9. The solution consists of solving
two equivalence problems: (1) What is the future value of $2,042 after three years at 8%
interest (part (a) of the solution)? (2) Given the sum of $3,000 after five years and an in-
terest rate of 8%, what is the equivalent sum after 3 years (part (b) of the solution)?

SOLUTION

Given:

(a)

(b)

Find: (1) for part (a); (2) for part (b). (3) Are these two values equivalent?

Equation:

(a)
(b) P = F11 + i2-N.

F = P11 + i2N.

V3V3

F = $3,000; i = 8% per year; N = 5 - 3 = 2 years.
P = $2,042; i = 8% per year; N = 3 years.
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EXAMPLE 3.4 Equivalent Cash Flows Are Equivalent  
at Any Common Point in Time

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 4 5

Years

Base period
(b)

2 3
Years

(a)

$2,572

$2,042 $2,572

$3,000$3,000(1 � 0.08)�2

$2,042(1 � 0.08)3
V3

Figure 3.9 Selection of a base period for an equivalence 
calculation (Example 3.4).
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Notation: The usual terminology of F and P is confusing in this example, since
the cash flow at is considered a future sum in part (a) of the solution and a
past cash flow in part (b) of the solution. To simplify matters, we are free to arbi-
trarily designate a reference point and understand that it need not to be now
or the present. Therefore, we assign the equivalent cash flow at to a single
variable,

1. The equivalent worth of $2,042 after three years is

2. The equivalent worth of the sum $3,000 two years earlier is

(Note that because that is the number of periods during which discounting
is calculated in order to arrive back at year 3.)

3. While our solution doesn’t strictly prove that the two cash flows are equivalent at
any time, they will be equivalent at any time as long as we use an interest rate of 8%.

N = 2

 = $2,572.

 = $3,00011 + 0.082-2

 V3 = F11 + i2-N

 = $2,572.

 V3 = 2,04211 + 0.0823

V3.
n = 3

n = 3

n = 3

In Example 3.3, we determined that, given an interest rate of 8% per year, receiving
$2,042 today is equivalent to receiving $3,000 in five years. Are these cash flows
equivalent at an interest rate of 10%?

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: F: Is it equal to $3,000?

N = 5 years.P = $2,042, i = 10% per year,

Principle 2: Equivalence Depends on Interest Rate
The equivalence between two cash flows is a function of the magnitude and timing of in-
dividual cash flows and the interest rate or rates that operate on those flows. This principle
is easy to grasp in relation to our simple example: $1,000 received now is equivalent to
$1,762.34 received five years from now only at a 12% interest rate. Any change in the
interest rate will destroy the equivalence between these two sums, as we will demonstrate
in Example 3.5.

EXAMPLE 3.5 Changing the Interest Rate Destroys 
Equivalence
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Suppose that you borrow $1,000 from a bank for three years at 10% annual interest.
The bank offers two options: (1) repaying the interest charges for each year at the end
of that year and repaying the principal at the end of year 3 or (2) repaying the loan all
at once (including both interest and principal) at the end of year 3. The repayment
schedules for the two options are as follows:

Section 3.2 Economic Equivalence 69

We first determine the base period under which an equivalence value is computed.
Since we can select any period as the base period, let’s select Then we need
to calculate the equivalent value of $2,042 today five years from now.

Since this amount is greater than $3,000, the change in interest rate destroys the
equivalence between the two cash flows.

F = $2,04211 + 0.1025 = $3,289.

N = 5.

Options Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

• Option 1: End-of-year repayment
of interest, and principal repayment 
at end of loan $100 $100 $1,100

• Option 2: One end-of-loan
repayment of both principal
and interest 0 0 1,331

Determine whether these options are equivalent, assuming that the appropriate interest
rate for the comparison is 10%.

STRATEGY: Since we pay the principal after three years in either plan, the repay-
ment of principal can be removed from our analysis. This is an important point: We
can ignore the common elements of alternatives being compared so that we can
focus entirely on comparing the interest payments. Notice that under Option 1, we

Principle 3: Equivalence Calculations May Require 
the Conversion of Multiple Payment Cash Flows 
to a Single Cash Flow
In all the examples presented thus far, we have limited ourselves to the simplest case of
converting a single payment at one time to an equivalent single payment at another time.
Part of the task of comparing alternative cash flow series involves moving each individ-
ual cash flow in the series to the same single point in time and summing these values to
yield a single equivalent cash flow. We perform such a calculation in Example 3.6.

EXAMPLE 3.6 Equivalence Calculations with Multiple 
Payments
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70 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

will pay a total of $300 interest, whereas under Option 2, we will pay a total of $331.
Before concluding that we prefer Option 2, remember that a comparison of the two
cash flows is based on a combination of payment amounts and the timing of those
payments. To make our comparison, we must compare the equivalent value of each
option at a single point in time. Since Option 2 is already a single payment at

it is simplest to convert the cash flow pattern of Option 1 to a single
value at To do this, we must convert the three disbursements of Option 1 to
their respective equivalent values at At that point, since they share a time in
common, we can simply sum them in order to compare them with the $331 sum in
Option 2.

SOLUTION

Given: Interest payment series; 

Find: A single future value F of the flows in Option 1.

Equation: applied to each disbursement in the cash flow diagram.
N in Eq. (3.3) is the number of interest periods during which interest is in effect, and
n is the period number (i.e., for year 1, ). We determine the value of F by
finding the interest period for each payment. Thus, for each payment in the series,
N can be calculated by subtracting n from the total number of years of the loan
(3). That is, Once the value of each payment has been found, we sum
the payments:

By converting the cash flow in Option 1 to a single future payment at year 3, we
can compare Options 1 and 2. We see that the two interest payments are equiva-
lent. Thus, the bank would be economically indifferent to a choice between the
two plans. Note that the final interest payment in Option 1 does not accrue any
compound interest.

 Total = $331.

 F3 for $100 at n = 3 : $10011 + .1023 - 3
= $100;

 F3 for $100 at n = 2 : $10011 + .1023 - 2
= $110;

 F3 for $100 at n = 1 : $10011 + .1023 - 1
= $121;

N = 3 - n.

n = 1

F = P11 + i2N,

i = 10% per year.

n = 3.
n = 3.

n = 3 years,

0 1 2 3

$100 $100 $100

Option 1
0 1 2 3

$331

Option 2

�
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Principle 4: Equivalence Is Maintained Regardless 
of Point of View
As long as we use the same interest rate in equivalence calculations, equivalence can be
maintained regardless of point of view. In Example 3.6, the two options were equivalent at
an interest rate of 10% from the banker’s point of view. What about from a borrower’s
point of view? Suppose you borrow $1,000 from a bank and deposit it in another bank that
pays 10% interest annually. Then you make future loan repayments out of this savings ac-
count. Under Option 1, your savings account at the end of year 1 will show a balance of
$1,100 after the interest earned during the first period has been credited. Now you withdraw
$100 from this savings account (the exact amount required to pay the loan interest during
the first year), and you make the first-year interest payment to the bank. This leaves only
$1,000 in your savings account. At the end of year 2, your savings account will earn anoth-
er interest payment in the amount of making an end-of-year balance
of $1,100. Now you withdraw another $100 to make the required loan interest payment.
After this payment, your remaining balance will be $1,000. This balance will grow again
at 10%, so you will have $1,100 at the end of year 3. After making the last loan payment
($1,100), you will have no money left in either account. For Option 2, you can keep track of
the yearly account balances in a similar fashion. You will find that you reach a zero balance
after making the lump-sum payment of $1,331. If the borrower had used the same interest
rate as the bank, the two options would be equivalent.

3.2.3 Looking Ahead
The preceding examples should have given you some insight into the basic concepts and
calculations involved in the concept of economic equivalence. Obviously, the variety of
financial arrangements possible for borrowing and investing money is extensive, as is the
variety of time-related factors (e.g., maintenance costs over time, increased productivity
over time, etc.) in alternative proposals for various engineering projects. It is important to
recognize that even the most complex relationships incorporate the basic principles we
have introduced in this section.

In the remainder of the chapter, we will represent all cash flow diagrams either in the
context of an initial deposit with a subsequent pattern of withdrawals or in an initial bor-
rowed amount with a subsequent pattern of repayments. If we were limited to the methods
developed in this section, a comparison between the two payment options would involve a
large number of calculations. Fortunately, in the analysis of many transactions, certain cash
flow patterns emerge that may be categorized. For many of these patterns, we can derive
formulas that can be used to simplify our work. In Section 3.3, we develop these formulas.

3.3 Development of Interest Formulas
Now that we have established some working assumptions and notations and have a pre-
liminary understanding of the concept of equivalence, we will develop a series of interest
formulas for use in more complex comparisons of cash flows.

As we begin to compare series of cash flows instead of single payments, the required
analysis becomes more complicated. However, when patterns in cash flow transactions
can be identified, we can take advantage of these patterns by developing concise expressions
for computing either the present or future worth of the series. We will classify five major

$1,00010.102 = $100,
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72 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

categories of cash flow transactions, develop interest formulas for them, and present several
working examples of each type. Before we give the details, however, we briefly describe the
five types of cash flows in the next subsection.

3.3.1 The Five Types of Cash Flows
Whenever we identify patterns in cash flow transactions, we may use those patterns to de-
velop concise expressions for computing either the present or future worth of the series.
For this purpose, we will classify cash flow transactions into five categories: (1) a single
cash flow, (2) a uniform series, (3) a linear gradient series, (4) a geometric gradient series,
and (5) an irregular series. To simplify the description of various interest formulas, we
will use the following notation:

1. Single Cash Flow: The simplest case involves the equivalence of a single present
amount and its future worth. Thus, the single-cash-flow formulas deal with only
two amounts: a single present amount P and its future worth F (Figure 3.10a). You
have already seen the derivation of one formula for this situation in Section 3.1.3,
which gave us Eq. (3.3):

2. Equal (Uniform) Series: Probably the most familiar category includes transactions
arranged as a series of equal cash flows at regular intervals, known as an equal pay-
ment series (or uniform series) (Figure 3.10b). For example, this category describes the
cash flows of the common installment loan contract, which arranges the repayment of
a loan in equal periodic installments. The equal-cash-flow formulas deal with the
equivalence relations P, F, and A (the constant amount of the cash flows in the series).

3. Linear Gradient Series: While many transactions involve series of cash flows, the
amounts are not always uniform; they may, however, vary in some regular way. One
common pattern of variation occurs when each cash flow in a series increases (or
decreases) by a fixed amount (Figure 3.10c). A five-year loan repayment plan might
specify, for example, a series of annual payments that increase by $500 each year.
We call this type of cash flow pattern a linear gradient series because its cash flow
diagram produces an ascending (or descending) straight line, as you will see in
Section 3.3.5. In addition to using P, F, and A, the formulas employed in such prob-
lems involve a constant amount G of the change in each cash flow.

4. Geometric Gradient Series: Another kind of gradient series is formed when the
series in a cash flow is determined not by some fixed amount like $500, but by
some fixed rate, expressed as a percentage. For example, in a five-year financial
plan for a project, the cost of a particular raw material might be budgeted to in-
crease at a rate of 4% per year. The curving gradient in the diagram of such a series
suggests its name: a geometric gradient series (Figure 3.10d). In the formulas
dealing with such series, the rate of change is represented by a lowercase g.

5. Irregular (Mixed) Series: Finally, a series of cash flows may be irregular, in that it
does not exhibit a regular overall pattern. Even in such a series, however, one or
more of the patterns already identified may appear over segments of time in the
total length of the series. The cash flows may be equal, for example, for 5 consecutive
periods in a 10-period series. When such patterns appear, the formulas for dealing
with them may be applied and their results included in calculating an equivalent
value for the entire series.

F = P11 + i2N.
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(a) Single cash flow

(b) Equal (uniform) payment
series at regular intervals

(c) Linear gradient series,
where each cash flow in the
series increases or decreases
by a fixed amount G

(d) Geometric gradient series,
where each cash flow in the
series increases or decreases
by a fixed rate (percentage) g

(e) Irregular payment series,
which exhibits no regular overall
pattern

Figure 3.10 Five types of cash flows: (a) Single cash flow, (b) equal 
(uniform) payment series, (c) linear gradient series, (d) geometric gradient 
series, and (e) irregular payment series.

3.3.2 Single-Cash-Flow Formulas
We begin our coverage of interest formulas by considering the simplest of cash flows:
single cash flows.

Compound Amount Factor
Given a present sum P invested for N interest periods at interest rate i, what sum will have ac-
cumulated at the end of the N periods? You probably noticed right away that this description
matches the case we first encountered in describing compound interest. To solve for F
(the future sum), we use Eq. (3.3):

F = P11 + i2N.
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P

O

F

N

Compounding
process

F = P(1 + i)N

P

O

F

N

Discounting
process

P = F(1 + i)–N

Figure 3.11 Equivalence relation between P and F.

Because of its origin in the compound-interest calculation, the factor is known
as the compound-amount factor. Like the concept of equivalence, this factor is one of
the foundations of engineering economic analysis. Given the compound-amount factor, all
the other important interest formulas can be derived.

This process of finding F is often called the compounding process. The cash flow
transaction is illustrated in Figure 3.11. (Note the time-scale convention: The first period
begins at and ends at ) If a calculator is handy, it is easy enough to calculate

directly.

Interest Tables
Interest formulas such as the one developed in Eq. (3.3), allow us to
substitute known values from a particular situation into the equation and to solve for the
unknown. Before the hand calculator was developed, solving these equations was very te-
dious. With a large value of N, for example, one might need to solve an equation such as

More complex formulas required even more involved calcu-
lations. To simplify the process, tables of compound-interest factors were developed, and
these tables allow us to find the appropriate factor for a given interest rate and the number
of interest periods. Even with hand calculators, it is still often convenient to use such ta-
bles, and they are included in this text in Appendix A. Take some time now to become fa-
miliar with their arrangement and, if you can, locate the compound-interest factor for the
example just presented, in which we know P. Remember that, to find F, we need to know

F = $20,00011 + 0.12215.

F = P11 + i2N,

11 + i2N n = 1.n = 0

11 + i2N

Compounding
process:
the process of
computing the
future value of a
current sum.
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If you had $2,000 now and invested it at 10%, how much would it be worth in eight
years (Figure 3.12)?
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the factor by which to multiply $20,000 when the interest rate i is 12% and the number of
periods is 15:

Factor Notation
As we continue to develop interest formulas in the rest of this chapter, we will express the
resulting compound-interest factors in a conventional notation that can be substituted in a
formula to indicate precisely which table factor to use in solving an equation. In the
preceding example, for instance, the formula derived as Eq. (3.3) is
In ordinary language, this tells us that, to determine what future amount F is equivalent to
a present amount P, we need to multiply P by a factor expressed as 1 plus the interest
rate, raised to the power given by the number of interest periods. To specify how the in-
terest tables are to be used, we may also express that factor in functional notation as
(F/P, i, N), which is read as “Find F, Given P, i, and N.” This is known as the single-payment
compound-amount factor. When we incorporate the table factor into the formula, it is
expressed as

Thus, in the preceding example, where we had we can write
The table factor tells us to use the 12% interest table and

find the factor in the F/P column for Because using the interest tables is often
the easiest way to solve an equation, this factor notation is included for each of the for-
mulas derived in the sections that follow.

EXAMPLE 3.7 Single Amounts: Find F, Given i, N, and P

N = 15.
F = $20,0001F/P, 12%, 152. F = $20,00011.12215,

F = P11 + i2N = P1F>P, i, N2.

F = P11 + i2N.

F = $20,00011 + 0.12215
= $109,472.

5

5.4736

i = 10%

F

0

$2,000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Years

Figure 3.12 A cash flow diagram from the investor’s
point of view (Example 3.7).
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SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: F.

We can solve this problem in any of three ways:

1. Using a calculator. You can simply use a calculator to evaluate the term
(financial calculators are preprogrammed to solve most future-value problems):

2. Using compound-interest tables. The interest tables can be used to locate the
compound-amount factor for and The number you get can be
substituted into the equation. Compound-interest tables are included as Appendix A
of this book. From the tables, we obtain

This is essentially identical to the value obtained by the direct evaluation of the
single-cash-flow compound-amount factor. This slight difference is due to round-
ing errors.

3. Using Excel. Many financial software programs for solving compound-interest
problems are available for use with personal computers. Excel provides financial
functions to evaluate various interest formulas, where the future-worth calcula-
tion looks like the following:

=FV110%,8,0,-20002

F = $2,0001F>P, 10%, 82 = $2,00012.14362 = $4,287.20.

N = 8.i = 10%

 = $4,287.18.

 F = $2,00011 + 0.1028

11 + i2N

N = 8 years.P = $2,000, i = 10% per year,

Present-Worth Factor
Finding the present worth of a future sum is simply the reverse of compounding and is
known as the discounting process. In Eq. (3.3), we can see that if we were to find a pres-
ent sum P, given a future sum F, we simply solve for P:

(3.7)

The factor is known as the single-payment present-worth factor and is des-
ignated (P/F, i, N). Tables have been constructed for P/F factors and for various values of
i and N. The interest rate i and the P/F factor are also referred to as the discount rate and
discounting factor, respectively.

1/11 + i2N

P = F c 1

11 + i2N d = F1P>F, i, N2.

Discounting
process: A
process of 
calculating the
present value 
of a future 
amount.
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Suppose you buy a share for $10 and sell it for $20. Then your profit is $10. If that
happens within a year, your rate of return is an impressive 100% If
it takes five years, what would be the average annual rate of return on your investment?
(See Figure 3.13.)

SOLUTION

Given: and 

Find: i.

N = 5.P = $10, F = $20,

1$10/$10 = 12.

Suppose that $1,000 is to be received in five years. At an annual interest rate of 12%,
what is the present worth of this amount?

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: P.

Using a calculator may be the best way to make this simple calculation. To have $1,000
in your savings account at the end of five years, you must deposit $567.40 now.

We can also use the interest tables to find that

Again, you could use a financial calculator or a computer to find the present worth.
With Excel, the present-value calculation looks like the following:

=PV112%,5,0,-10002

10.56742
4

P = $1,0001P>F, 12%, 52 = $567.40.

P = $1,00011 + 0.122-5
= $1,00010.56742 = $567.40.

N = 5 years.F = $1,000, i = 12% per year,
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Solving for Time and Interest Rates
At this point, you should realize that the compounding and discounting processes are re-
ciprocals of one another and that we have been dealing with one equation in two forms:

There are four variables in these equations: P, F, N, and i. If you know the values of any
three, you can find the value of the fourth. Thus far, we have always given you the inter-
est rate i and the number of years N, plus either P or F. In many situations, though, you
will need to solve for i or N, as we discuss next.

EXAMPLE 3.9 Solving for i

 Present-value form: P = F11 + i2-N.

Future-value form: F  = P11 + i2N;

EXAMPLE 3.8 Single Amounts: Find P, Given F, i, and N
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0

1 2 3 4 5

Years

$10

$20

i � ?

Figure 3.13 Cash flow diagram (Example 3.9).

Here, we know P, F, and N, but we do not know i, the interest rate you will earn on
your investment. This type of rate of return is a lot easier to calculate, because you make
only a one-time lump-sum investment. Problems such as this are solved as follows:

• Method 1. Go through a trial-and-error process in which you insert different
values of i into the equation until you find a value that “works” in the sense
that the right-hand side of the equation equals $20. The solution is

The trial-and-error procedure is extremely tedious and ineffi-
cient for most problems, so it is not widely practiced in the real world.

• Method 2. You can solve the problem by using the interest tables in Appen-
dix A. Now look across the row, under the (F/P, i, 5) column, until you
can locate the value of 2:

This value is close to the 15% interest table with so
the interest rate at which $10 grows to $20 over five years is very close to 15%.
This procedure will be very tedious for fractional interest rates or when N is
not a whole number, because you may have to approximate the solution by lin-
ear interpolation.

• Method 3. The most practical approach is to use either a financial calculator
or an electronic spreadsheet such as Excel. A financial function such as
RATE(N,0,P,F) allows us to calculate an unknown interest rate. The precise
command statement would be

Note that, in Excel format, we enter the present value (P) as a negative num-
ber, indicating a cash outflow.

= RATE15,0,-10,202=14.87%

1F/P, 15%, 52 = 2.0114,

2 = 11 + i25 = 1F>P, i, 52.
$20 = $1011 + i25;

N = 5

i = 14.87%.

 $20 = $1011 + i25; solve for i.

 F = P11 + i2N;
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You have just purchased 100 shares of General Electric stock at $60 per share. You will
sell the stock when its market price has doubled. If you expect the stock price to increase
20% per year, how long do you anticipate waiting before selling the stock (Figure 3.14)?

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: N (years).

Using the single-payment compound-amount factor, we write

Again, we could use a calculator or a computer spreadsheet program to find N.

 2 = 11.202N = 1F>P, 20%, N2.
 $12,000 = $6,00011 + 0.202N = $6,0001F>P, 20%, N2;

 F = P11 + i2N = P1F>P, i, N2;

i = 20% per year.P = $6,000, F = $12,000,
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EXAMPLE 3.10 Single Amounts: Find N, Given P, F, and i

�RATE(5,0,�10,20)

1

2

3

4

5

A B

−10

20

5

14.87%

C

P

F

N

i

i = 20%

$12,000

0

$6,000

N = ?

Figure 3.14
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1. Using a calculator. Solving for N gives

or

2. Using Excel. Within Excel, the financial function NPER(i,0,P,F) computes the
number of compounding periods it will take an investment (P) to grow to a future
value (F), earning a fixed interest rate (i) per compounding period. In our exam-
ple, the Excel command would look like this:

COMMENTS: A very handy rule of thumb, called the Rule of 72, estimates approxi-
mately how long it will take for a sum of money to double. The rule states that, to
find the time it takes for a present sum of money to grow by a factor of two, we divide
72 by the interest rate. In our example, the interest rate is 20%. Therefore, the Rule of
72 indicates or roughly 4 years, for a sum to double. This is, in fact,
relatively close to our exact solution. Figure 3.15 illustrates the number of years
required to double an investment at various interest rates.

72/20 = 3.60,

 = 3.801784.

 = NPER120%,0,-6000,120002

 = 3.80 L 4 years.

 N =

log 2

log 1.20

log 2 = N log 1.20,

Rule of 72:
Rule giving the 
approximate
number of years
that it will take
for your invest-
ment to double.

Imagine! If you were to invest
at a higher rate, you’d double
money that much faster!

5.14
years

14%

6
years

12%

7.2
years

10%

9
years

12
years

18
years

8%6%4%

Figure 3.15 Number of years required to double an 
initial investment at various interest rates.

3.3.3 Uneven Payment Series
A common cash flow transaction involves a series of disbursements or receipts. Familiar
examples of series payments are payment of installments on car loans and home mort-
gage payments. Payments on car loans and home mortgages typically involve identical
sums to be paid at regular intervals. However, there is no clear pattern over the series; we
call the transaction an uneven cash flow series.

We can find the present worth of any uneven stream of payments by calculating the
present value of each individual payment and summing the results. Once the present worth
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Wilson Technology, a growing machine shop, wishes to set aside money now to invest
over the next four years in automating its customer service department. The company
can earn 10% on a lump sum deposited now, and it wishes to withdraw the money in
the following increments:

• Year 1: $25,000, to purchase a computer and database software designed for cus-
tomer service use;

• Year 2: $3,000, to purchase additional hardware to accommodate anticipated
growth in use of the system;

• Year 3: No expenses; and
• Year 4: $5,000, to purchase software upgrades.

How much money must be deposited now to cover the anticipated payments over the
next 4 years?

STRATEGY: This problem is equivalent to asking what value of P would make you
indifferent in your choice between P dollars today and the future expense stream of
($25,000, $3,000, $0, $5,000). One way to deal with an uneven series of cash flows
is to calculate the equivalent present value of each single cash flow and to sum the
present values to find P. In other words, the cash flow is broken into three parts as
shown in Figure 3.16.

SOLUTION

Given: Uneven cash flow in Figure 3.16, with 
Find: P.

COMMENTS: To see if $28,622 is indeed sufficient, let’s calculate the balance at the
end of each year. If you deposit $28,622 now, it will grow to (1.10)($28,622), or
$31,484, at the end of year 1. From this balance, you pay out $25,000. The remaining
balance, $6,484, will again grow to (1.10)($6,484), or $7,132, at the end of year 2.
Now you make the second payment ($3,000) out of this balance, which will leave
you with only $4,132 at the end of year 2. Since no payment occurs in year 3, the

 = $28,622.

 + $5,0001P>F, 10%, 42
 P = $25,0001P>F, 10%, 12 + $3,0001P>F, 10%, 22

i = 10% per year.
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is found, we can make other equivalence calculations (e.g., future worth can be calcu-
lated by using the interest factors developed in the previous section).

EXAMPLE 3.11 Present Values of an Uneven Series by 
Decomposition into Single Payments
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On December 23, 2004, Michael Vick became the richest player in the National
Football League by agreeing to call Atlanta home for the next decade. The Falcons’
quarterback signed a 10-year, $130 million contract extension Thursday that guaran-
tees him an NFL-record $37 million in bonuses.

Base salaries for his new contract are $600,000 (2005), $1.4 million (2006),
$6 million (2007), $7 million (2008), $9 million (2009), $10.5 million (2010),
$13.5 million (2011), $13 million (2012), $15 million (2013), and $17 million
(2014). He received an initial signing bonus of $7.5 million. Vick also received
two roster bonuses in the new deal. The first is worth $22.5 million and is due in
March 2005. The second is worth $7 million and is due in March 2006. Both ros-
ter bonuses will be treated as signing bonuses and prorated annually. Because
2011 is an uncapped year (the league’s collective bargaining agreement (CBA)
expires after the 2010 season), the initial signing bonus and 2005 roster bonus can
be prorated only over the first six years of the contract. If the CBA is extended

82 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

balance will grow to $(1.10)2($4,132), or $5,000, at the end of year 4. The final with-
drawal in the amount of $5,000 will deplete the balance completely.

EXAMPLE 3.12 Calculating the Actual Worth of a Long-Term
Contract of Michael Vick with Atlanta Falcons2

2 Source: http://www.falcfans.com/players/michael_vick.html.

0

1 2 3 4

$25,000

$3,000 $5,000

Years

P

0

1 2 3 4

$25,000

P1

P1 � $25,000(P/F, 10%, 1)
� $22,727

P2 � $3,000(P/F, 10%, 2)
� $2,479

P4 � $5,000(P/F, 10%, 4)
� $3,415

0

1 2 3 4

$3,000

P2

0

1 2 3 4

$5,000

P4

� �

P � P1 � P2 � P4 � $28,622

Figure 3.16 Decomposition of uneven cash flow series (Example 3.11).
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prior to March 2006, then the second roster bonus of $7 million can be prorated
over the final nine seasons of the contract. If the CBA is extended prior to March
2006, then his cap hits (rounded to nearest thousand) will change to $7.178 mil-
lion (2006), $11.778 million (2007), $12.778 million (2008), $14.778 million
(2009), $16.278 million (2010), $14.278 million (2011), $13.778 million (2012),
$15.778 million (2013), and $17.778 million (2014). With the salary and signing
bonus paid at the beginning of each season, the net annual payment schedule
looks like the following:

Beginning Base Prorated Total
of Season Salary Signing Bonus Annual Payment

2005 $    600,000 $5,000,000 $5,600,000

2006 1,400,000 7,178,000

2007 6,000,000 11,778,000

2008 7,000,000 12,778,000

2009 9,000,000 14,778,000

2010 10,500,000 778,000 16,278,000

2011 13,500,000 778,000 14,278,000

2012 13,000,000 778,000 13,778,000

2013 15,000,000 778,000 15,778,000

2014 17,000,000 778,000 17,778,000

5,000,000 + 778,000

5,000,000 + 778,000

5,000,000 + 778,000

5,000,000 + 778,000

(a) How much is Vick’s contract actually worth at the time of signing? Assume that
Vick’s interest rate is 6% per year.

(b) For the initial signing bonus and the first year’s roster bonus, suppose that the
Falcons allow Vick to take either the prorated payment option as just described
($30 million over five years) or a lump-sum payment option in the amount of
$23 million at the time he signs the contract. Should Vick take the lump-sum op-
tion instead of the prorated one?

SOLUTION

Given: Payment series given in Figure 3.17, with 
Find: P.

(a) Actual worth of the contract at the time of signing:

 = $97,102,827.

 + $17,778,0001P>F, 6%, 92
 + $11,778,0001P>F, 6%, 22 +

Á

Pcontract = $5,600,000 + $7,178,0001P>F, 6%, 12

i = 6% per year.
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(b) Choice between the prorated payment option and the lump-sum payment: The
equivalent present worth of the prorated payment option is

which is smaller than $23,000,000. Therefore, Vick would be better off taking the
lump-sum option if, and only if, his money could be invested at 6% or higher.

COMMENTS: Note that the actual contract is worth less than the published figure of
$130 million. This “brute force” approach of breaking cash flows into single
amounts will always work, but it is slow and subject to error because of the many fac-
tors that must be included in the calculation. We develop more efficient methods in
later sections for cash flows with certain patterns.

 = $22,325,528

 + $5,000,0001P>F, 6%, 42
 + $5,000,0001P>F, 6%, 22 + $5,000,0001P>F, 6%, 32

 Pbonus = $5,000,000 + $5,000,0001P>F, 6%, 12

$5.6 M

$16.278 M

$17.778 M

04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14

Figure 3.17 Cash flow diagram for Michael Vick’s contract with Atlanta Falcons.

3.3.4 Equal Payment Series
As we learned in Example 3.12, the present worth of a stream of future cash flows can al-
ways be found by summing the present worth of each of the individual cash flows. How-
ever, if cash flow regularities are present within the stream (such as we just saw in the
prorated bonus payment series in Example 3.12) then the use of shortcuts, such as finding
the present worth of a uniform series, may be possible. We often encounter transactions
in which a uniform series of payments exists. Rental payments, bond interest payments,
and commercial installment plans are based on uniform payment series.

Compound-Amount Factor: Find F, Given A, i, and N
Suppose we are interested in the future amount F of a fund to which we contribute A dol-
lars each period and on which we earn interest at a rate of i per period. The contributions
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are made at the end of each of N equal periods. These transactions are graphically illus-
trated in Figure 3.18. Looking at this diagram, we see that if an amount A is invested at
the end of each period, for N periods, the total amount F that can be withdrawn at the end
of the N periods will be the sum of the compound amounts of the individual deposits.

As shown in Figure 3.18, the A dollars we put into the fund at the end of the first pe-
riod will be worth at the end of N periods. The A dollars we put into the 
fund at the end of the second period will be worth and so forth. Finally, the
last A dollars that we contribute at the end of the Nth period will be worth exactly A dol-
lars at that time. This means that there exists a series of the form

or, expressed alternatively,

(3.8)

Multiplying Eq. (3.8) by results in

(3.9)

Subtracting Eq. (3.8) from Eq. (3.9) to eliminate common terms gives us

Solving for F yields

(3.10)F = A c 11 + i2N - 1

i
d = A1F>A, i, N2.

F11 + i2 - F = -A + A11 + i2N.

11 + i2F = A11 + i2 + A11 + i22 +
Á

+ A11 + i2N.

11 + i2
F = A + A11 + i2 + A11 + i22 +

Á
+ A11 + i2N - 1.

F = A11 + i2N - 1
+ A11 + i2N - 2

+
Á

+ A11 + i2 + A,

A11 + i2N - 2,
A11 + i2N - 1

0 1

A1 AN�1

AN�1

AN

AN

A2

A2

2

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 0 1 2 3

N�1

N�1

N

N
N

N

F � F1 � F2 � �� � FN

0 1

A1

2 3

N

F1 F2
FN�1 FN

� � �

F

Figure 3.18 The future worth of a cash flow series obtained by summing the
future-worth figures of each of the individual flows.
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Suppose you make an annual contribution of $3,000 to your savings account at the
end of each year for 10 years. If the account earns 7% interest annually, how much
can be withdrawn at the end of 10 years (Figure 3.19)?

86 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

The bracketed term in Eq. (3.10) is called the equal payment series compound-amount
factor, or the uniform series compound-amount factor; its factor notation is (F/A, i,
N). This interest factor has been calculated for various combinations of i and N in the in-
terest tables.

EXAMPLE 3.13 Uniform Series: Find F, Given i, A, and N

i = 7%

A = $3,000

F

1043210 98765
 Years

Figure 3.19 Cash flow diagram (Example 3.13).

In Example 3.13, the first deposit of the 10-deposit series was made at the end of
period 1 and the remaining nine deposits were made at the end of each following
period. Suppose that all deposits were made at the beginning of each period instead.
How would you compute the balance at the end of period 10?

SOLUTION

Given: Cash flow as shown in Figure 3.20, and 
Find: F10.

i = 7% per year.

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: F.

To obtain the future value of the annuity with the use of Excel, we may use the fol-
lowing financial command:

= FV17%,10, -3000,0,02

 = $41,449.20.

 = $3,000113.81642
 F = $3,0001F>A, 7%, 102

i = 7% per year.A = $3,000, N = 10 years,

EXAMPLE 3.14 Handling Time Shifts in a Uniform Series
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Compare Figure 3.20 with Figure 3.19: Each payment has been shifted to one year ear-
lier; thus, each payment would be compounded for one extra year. Note that with the
end-of-year deposit, the ending balance (F) was $41,449.20. With the beginning-of-year
deposit, the same balance accumulates by the end of period 9. This balance can earn in-
terest for one additional year. Therefore, we can easily calculate the resulting balance as

The annuity due can be easily evaluated with the following financial command available
on Excel:

COMMENTS: Another way to determine the ending balance is to compare the two
cash flow patterns. By adding the $3,000 deposit at period 0 to the original cash flow
and subtracting the $3,000 deposit at the end of period 10, we obtain the second cash
flow. Therefore, the ending balance can be found by making the following adjust-
ment to the $41,449.20:

F10 = $41,449.20 + $3,0001F>P, 7%, 102 - $3,000 = $44,350.64.

= FV17%,10, -3000,0,12

F10 = $41,449.2011.072 = $44,350.64.
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First deposit occurs at n = 0

i = 7%

A = $3,000

F

1043210 98765
 Years

Figure 3.20 Cash Flow diagram (Example 3.14).

Sinking-Fund Factor: Find A, Given F, i, and N

If we solve Eq. (3.10) for A, we obtain

(3.11)

The term within the brackets is called the equal payment series sinking-fund
factor, or sinking-fund factor, and is referred to by the notation (A/F, i, N). A sinking
fund is an interest-bearing account into which a fixed sum is deposited each interest
period; it is commonly established for the purpose of replacing fixed assets or retiring
corporate bonds.

A = F c i

11 + i2N - 1
d = F1A>F, i, N2.

Sinking fund:
A means of 
repaying funds
advanced
through a bond
issue.This means
that every period,
a company will
pay back a portion
of its bonds.
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Original cash flow

[$5,000 � $500(F/P, 7%, 5)]

0 54321

0 54321

A A A A A

A A A A A

i � 7%
Years

i � 7%
Years

$5,000

$500

Figure 3.21 Cash flow diagram (Example 3.15).

To help you reach a $5,000 goal five years from now, your father offers to give you $500
now. You plan to get a part-time job and make five additional deposits, one at the end of
each year. (The first deposit is made at the end of the first year.) If all your money is
deposited in a bank that pays 7% interest, how large must your annual deposit be?

STRATEGY: If your father reneges on his offer, the calculation of the required annual
deposit is easy because your five deposits fit the standard end-of-period pattern for a
uniform series. All you need to evaluate is

If you do receive the $500 contribution from your father at you may divide
the deposit series into two parts: one contributed by your father at and five
equal annual deposit series contributed by yourself. Then you can use the F/P factor
to find how much your father’s contribution will be worth at the end of year 5 at a 7%
interest rate. Let’s call this amount The future value of your five annual deposits
must then make up the difference,

SOLUTION

Given: Cash flow as shown in Figure 3.21, with and 
Find: A.

 = $747.55.
 = [$5,000 - $50011.40262]10.17392
 = [$5,000 - $5001F>P, 7%, 52]1A>F, 7%, 52

 A = 1$5,000 - FC21A>F, 7%, 52

N = 5 years.i = 7% per year,

$5,000 - Fc.
Fc.

n = 0
n = 0,

A = $5,0001A>F, 7%, 52 = $5,00010.17392 = $869.50.

EXAMPLE 3.15 Combination of a Uniform Series and 
a Single Present and Future Amount
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EXAMPLE 3.16 Comparison of Three Different 
Investment Plans

Consider three investment plans at an annual interest rate of 9.38% (Figure 3.22):

• Investor A. Invest $2,000 per year for the first 10 years of your career. At the end
of 10 years, make no further investments, but reinvest the amount ac-
cumulated at the end of 10 years for the next 31 years.

• Investor B. Do nothing for the first 10 years. Then start investing $2,000 per year
for the next 31 years.

• Investor C. Invest $2,000 per year for the entire 41 years.

Note that all investments are made at the beginning of each year; the first deposit will
be made at the beginning of age and you want to calculate the balance at
the age of 

STRATEGY: Since the investments are made at the beginning of each year, we need to
use the procedure outlined in Example 3.14. In other words, each deposit has one
extra interest-earning period.

65 1n = 412. 25 1n = 02,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4041

Investor A

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 4041

Investor B

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4041

Investor C

F

F

F

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

Figure 3.22 Cash flow diagrams for three investment options (Example 3.16).
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SOLUTION
Given: Three different deposit scenarios with and 
Find: Balance at the end of 41 years (or at the age of 65).

• Investor A:

• Investor B:

• Investor C:

If you know how your balance changes at the end of each year, you may want to con-
struct a tableau such as the one shown in Table 3.3. Note that, due to rounding errors,
the final balance figures are slightly off from those calculated by interest formulas.

 = $897,594.

F65 = $2,0001F/P, 9.38%, 41211.09382
5

$820,620

 = $352,377.

 F65 = $2,0001F/P, 9.38%, 31211.09382
5

$322,159

 = $545,216.

 F65 =

Balance at the end of 10 years
$''''''%''''''&

$2,0001F/A, 9.38%, 10211.09382
('''''')''''''*

$33,845

1F/P, 9.38%, 312

N = 41 years.i = 9.38%

TABLE 3.3 How Time Affects the Value of Money

(Continued)

25 1 $2,000 $  2,188 $0 $0 $2,000 $  2,188

26 2 $2,000 $  4,580 $0 $0 $2,000 $  4,580

27 3 $2,000 $  7,198 $0 $0 $2,000 $  7,198

28 4 $2,000 $10,061 $0 $0 $2,000 $10,061

29 5 $2,000 $13,192 $0 $0 $2,000 $13,192

30 6 $2,000 $16,617 $0 $0 $2,000 $16,617

31 7 $2,000 $20,363 $0 $0 $2,000 $20,363

32 8 $2,000 $24,461 $0 $0 $2,000 $24,461

33 9 $2,000 $28,944 $0 $0 $2,000 $28,944

34 10 $2,000 $33,846 $0 $0 $2,000 $33,846

Investor A Investor B Investor C

Year-End Year-End Year-End 
Age Years Contribution Value Contribution Value Contribution Value
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TABLE 3.3 Continued

Investor A Investor B Investor C

Year-End Year-End Year-End 
Age Years Contribution Value Contribution Value Contribution Value

35 11 $0 $  37,021 $2,000 $    2,188 $  2,000 $  39,209

36 12 $0 $  40,494 $2,000 $    4,580 $  2,000 $  45,075

37 13 $0 $  44,293 $2,000 $    7,198 $  2,000 $  51,490

38 14 $0 $  48,448 $2,000 $  10,061 $  2,000 $  58,508

39 15 $0 $  52,992 $2,000 $  13,192 $  2,000 $  66,184

40 16 $0 $  57,963 $2,000 $  16,617 $  2,000 $  74,580

41 17 $0 $  63,401 $2,000 $  20,363 $  2,000 $  83,764

42 18 $0 $  69,348 $2,000 $  24,461 $  2,000 $  93,809

43 19 $0 $  75,854 $2,000 $  28,944 $  2,000 $104,797

44 20 $0 $  82,969 $2,000 $  33,846 $  2,000 $116,815

45 21 $0 $  90,752 $2,000 $  39,209 $  2,000 $129,961

46 22 $0 $  99,265 $2,000 $  45,075 $  2,000 $144,340

47 23 $0 $108,577 $2,000 $  51,490 $  2,000 $160,068

48 24 $0 $118,763 $2,000 $  58,508 $  2,000 $177,271

49 25 $0 $129,903 $2,000 $  66,184 $  2,000 $196,088

50 26 $0 $142,089 $2,000 $  74,580 $  2,000 $216,670

51 27 $0 $155,418 $2,000 $  83,764 $  2,000 $239,182

52 28 $0 $169,997 $2,000 $  93,809 $  2,000 $263,807

53 29 $0 $185,944 $2,000 $104,797 $  2,000 $290,741

54 30 $0 $203,387 $2,000 $116,815 $  2,000 $320,202

55 31 $0 $222,466 $2,000 $129,961 $  2,000 $352,427

56 32 $0 $243,335 $2,000 $144,340 $  2,000 $387,675

57 33 $0 $266,162 $2,000 $160,068 $  2,000 $426,229

58 34 $0 $291,129 $2,000 $177,271 $  2,000 $468,400

59 35 $0 $318,439 $2,000 $196,088 $  2,000 $514,527

60 36 $0 $348,311 $2,000 $216,670 $  2,000 $564,981

61 37 $0 $380,985 $2,000 $239,182 $  2,000 $620,167

62 38 $0 $416,724 $2,000 $263,807 $  2,000 $680,531

63 39 $0 $455,816 $2,000 $290,741 $  2,000 $746,557

64 40 $0 $498,574 $2,000 $320,202 $  2,000 $818,777

65 41 $0 $545,344 $2,000 $352,427 $  2,000 $897,771

$20,000 $62,000 $82,000

Value at 65 $545,344 $352,427 $897,771

Less Total Contributions $20,000 $  62,000 $82,000

Net Earnings $525,344 $290,427 $815,771

Source: Adapted from Making Money Work for You, UNH Cooperative Extension.
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BioGen Company, a small biotechnology firm, has borrowed $250,000 to purchase
laboratory equipment for gene splicing. The loan carries an interest rate of 8% per
year and is to be repaid in equal installments over the next six years. Compute the
amount of the annual installment (Figure 3.24).

92 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

P

0
N

Years

N – 1

Borrower’s point of view

321

A A A AA

0

N
Years

N – 1

Lender’s point of view

321

A A A AA

Figure 3.23

Capital Recovery Factor (Annuity Factor): Find A, Given P, i, and N
We can determine the amount of a periodic payment A if we know P, i, and N. Figure 3.23
illustrates this situation. To relate P to A, recall the relationship between P and F in Eq. (3.3),

Replacing F in Eq. (3.11) by we get

or

(3.12)

Now we have an equation for determining the value of the series of end-of-period pay-
ments A when the present sum P is known. The portion within the brackets is called the
equal payment series capital recovery factor, or simply capital recovery factor,
which is designated (A/P, i, N). In finance, this A/P factor is referred to as the annuity
factor and indicates a series of payments of a fixed, or constant, amount for a specified
number of periods.

EXAMPLE 3.17 Uniform Series: Find A, Given P, i, and N

A = P c i11 + i2N
11 + i2N - 1

d = P1A>P, i, N2.

A = P11 + i2N c i

11 + i2N - 1
d ,

P11 + i2N,F = P11 + i2N.

Capital recovery
factor:
Commonly used
to determine 
the revenue 
requirements
needed to 
address the up-
front capital costs
for projects.

Annuity:
An annuity is 
essentially a level
stream of cash
flows for a fixed
period of time.
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In Example 3.17, suppose that BioGen wants to negotiate with the bank to defer the
first loan repayment until the end of year 2 (but still desires to make six equal install-
ments at 8% interest). If the bank wishes to earn the same profit, what should be the
annual installment, also known as deferred annuity (Figure 3.25)?

SOLUTION

Given: and but the first payment
occurs at the end of year 2.
Find: A.

By deferring the loan for year, the bank will add the interest accrued during the first
year to the principal. In other words, we need to find the equivalent worth of
$250,000 at the end of year 1:

 = $270,000.
 P¿ = $250,0001F>P, 8%, 12

P¿

N = 6 years,P = $250,000, i = 8% per year,

Section 3.3 Development of Interest Formulas 93

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: A.

Here is an Excel solution using annuity function commands:

 =$54,075

 = PMT18%,6, -2500002
 =PMT1i, N, P2

 = $54,075.

 = $250,00010.21632
 A = $250,0001A>P, 8%, 62

N = 6 years.P = $250,000, i = 8% per year,

$250,000

0

5 64321

A A A A AA

Years

Figure 3.24 A loan cash flow diagram from BioGen’s point of view.

EXAMPLE 3.18 Deferred Loan Repayment

Deferred 
annuity:
A type of annuity
contract that 
delays payments
of income,
installments, or 
a lump sum until
the investor
elects to 
receive them.
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0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

$250,000

P� � $250,000 (F/P, 8%, 1)

Grace period Years

Grace period
Years

A A A A A A

A� A� A� A� A� A�

(a) Original cash flow

(b) Equivalent cash flow

Figure 3.25 A deferred loan cash flow diagram
from BioGen’s point of view (Example 3.17).

In fact, BioGen is borrowing $270,000 for six years. To retire the loan with six equal
installments, the deferred equal annual payment on will be

By deferring the first payment for one year, BioGen needs to make additional pay-
ments of $4,326 in each year.

 = $58,401.
 A¿ = $270,0001A>P, 8%, 62

P¿

Let us revisit Louise Outing’s lottery problem, introduced in the chapter opening.
Suppose that Outing were able to find an investor who was willing to buy her lottery
ticket for $2 million. Recall that after an initial gross payment of $283,770, Outing

Present-Worth Factor: Find P, Given A, i, and N
What would you have to invest now in order to withdraw A dollars at the end of each of
the next N periods? In answering this question, we face just the opposite of the equal pay-
ment capital recovery factor situation: A is known, but P has to be determined. With the
capital recovery factor given in Eq. (3.12), solving for P gives us

(3.13)

The bracketed term is referred to as the equal payment series present-worth factor and
is designated (P/A, i, N).

EXAMPLE 3.19 Uniform Series: Find P, Given A, i, and N

P = A c 11 + i2N - 1

i11 + i2N d = A1P>A, i, N2.

Grace period:
The additional
period of time a
lender provides
for a borrower
to make 
payment on a
debt without
penalty.
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0

1 2 3 17 18 19

P � ?

A � $280,000

Figure 3.26 A cash flow diagram for Louise Outing’s lottery
winnings (Example 3.19).

would be paid 19 annual gross checks of $280,000. (See Figure 3.26.) If she could
invest her money at 8% interest, what would be the fair amount to trade her 19 future
lottery receipts? (Note that she already cashed in $283,770 after winning the lottery,
so she is giving up 19 future lottery checks in the amount of $280,000.)

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: P.

• Using interest factor:

• Using Excel:

COMMENTS: Clearly, we can tell Outing that giving up $280,000 a year for 19 years
to receive $2 million today is a losing proposition if she can earn only an 8% return
on her investment. At this point, we may be interested in knowing at just what rate of
return her deal (receiving $2 million) would in fact make sense. Since we know that

and we solve for i.
If you know the cash flows and the PV (or FV) of a cash flow stream, you can de-

termine the interest rate. In this case, you are looking for the interest rate that caused
the P/A factor to equal Since we
are dealing with an annuity, we could proceed as follows:

• With a financial calculator, enter 
and then press the i key to find 

• To use the interest tables, first recognize that 
or Look up 7.1429 or a close value in1P/A, i, 192 = 7.1429.(P/A, i, 19)

$2,000,000 = $280,000 *

i = 12.5086%.-280,000,
N = 19, PV = $2,000,000, PMT =

1P/A, i, 192 = 1$2,000,000/$280,0002 = 7.1429.

A = $280,000,P = $2,000,000, N = 19,

=PV18%,19,-2800002= $2,689,008

 = $2,689,008.
 P = $280,0001P>A, 8%, 192 = $280,00019.60362

N = 19 years.A = $280,000,i = 8% per year,
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Appendix A. In the P/A column with in the 12% interest table, you
will find that If you look up the 13% interest
table, you find that indicating that the interest rate
should be closer to 12.5%.

• To use Excel’s financial command, you simply evaluate the following com-
mand to solve the unknown interest rate problem for an annuity:

It is not likely that Outing will find a financial investment which provides this
high rate of return. Thus, even though the deal she has been offered is not a
good one for economic reasons, she could accept it knowing that she has not
much time to enjoy the future benefits.

 = 12.5086%
 = RATE119,280000,-2000000,0,0,10%2
 = RATE1N,A,P,F,type,guess2

1P/A, 12%, 192 = 6.9380,
1P/A, 12%, 192 = 7.3658.

N = 19

3.3.5 Linear Gradient Series
Engineers frequently encounter situations involving periodic payments that increase or
decrease by a constant amount (G) from period to period. These situations occur often
enough to warrant the use of special equivalence factors that relate the arithmetic gradi-
ent to other cash flows. Figure 3.27 illustrates a strict gradient series,
Note that the origin of the series is at the end of the first period with a zero value. The gra-
dient G can be either positive or negative. If the series is referred to as an
increasing gradient series. If it is a decreasing gradient series.

Unfortunately, the strict form of the increasing or decreasing gradient series does not
correspond with the form that most engineering economic problems take. A typical prob-
lem involving a linear gradient includes an initial payment during period 1 that increases
by G during some number of interest periods, a situation illustrated in Figure 3.28. This
contrasts with the strict form illustrated in Figure 3.27, in which no payment is made dur-
ing period 1 and the gradient is added to the previous payment beginning in period 2.

Gradient Series as Composite Series
In order to utilize the strict gradient series to solve typical problems, we must view cash
flows as shown in Figure 3.28 as a composite series, or a set of two cash flows, each

G 6 0,
G 7 0,

An = 1n - 12G.

0 1 2

0

G

3
Years

2G

4

3G

(N � 2)G

N � 1 N

(N � 1)G

Note that the first cash flow in
a strict linear gradient series is 0.

Figure 3.27 A cash flow diagram for a strict gradient series.
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corresponding to a form that we can recognize and easily solve: a uniform series of N
payments of amount and a gradient series of increments of constant amount G. The
need to view cash flows that involve linear gradient series as composites of two series is
very important in solving problems, as we shall now see.

Present-Worth Factor: Linear Gradient: Find P, Given G, N, and i
How much would you have to deposit now to withdraw the gradient amounts specified in
Figure 3.27? To find an expression for the present amount P, we apply the single-payment
present-worth factor to each term of the series and obtain

or

(3.14)

Letting and yields

(3.15)

Since an arithmetic–geometric series has the finite sum

0 + x + 2x2
+

Á
+ 1N - 12xN - 1

= xB1 - NxN - 1
+ 1N - 12xN

11 - x22 R ,

50, x, 2x2, Á , 1N - 12xN - 16
 = ax[0 + x + 2x2

+
Á

+ 1N - 12xN - 1].

 P = 0 + ax2
+ 2ax3

+
Á

+ 1N - 12axN

1/11 + i2 = xG = a

P = a
N

n=1
1n - 12G11 + i2-n.

P = 0 +

G

11 + i22 +

2G

11 + i23 +
Á

+

1N - 12G
11 + i2N ,

A1

A1

A1 � G

A1 � 5G

G
2G

3G
4G

5G

1 2 3 4 5 60
Years

(a) Increasing gradient series

� �

A1

1 2 3 4 5 60 1 2 3 4 5 60

A1
A1 � G

A1 � 5G
G

2G
3G

4G
5G

1 2 3 4 5 60
Years

(b) Decreasing gradient series

� �

A1

1 2 3 4 5 60 1 2 3 4 5 60

Figure 3.28 Two types of linear gradient series as composites of a uniform
series of N payments of and the gradient series of increments of constant
amount G.

A1
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we can rewrite Eq. (3.15) as

(3.16)

Replacing the original values for A and x, we obtain

(3.17)

The resulting factor in brackets is called the gradient series present-worth factor,
which we denote as (P/G, i, N).

EXAMPLE 3.20 Linear Gradient: Find P, Given G, i, and NA1,

P = GB 11 + i2N - iN - 1

i211 + i2N R = G1P>G, i, N2.

P = ax2B1 - NxN - 1
+ 1N - 12xN

11 - x22 R .

A textile mill has just purchased a lift truck that has a useful life of five years. The en-
gineer estimates that maintenance costs for the truck during the first year will be
$1,000. As the truck ages, maintenance costs are expected to increase at a rate of
$250 per year over the remaining life. Assume that the maintenance costs occur at the
end of each year. The firm wants to set up a maintenance account that earns 12% an-
nual interest. All future maintenance expenses will be paid out of this account. How
much does the firm have to deposit in the account now?

SOLUTION
Given: and 
Find: P.

Asking how much the firm has to deposit now is equivalent to asking what the equiv-
alent present worth for this maintenance expenditure is if 12% interest is used. The
cash flow may be broken into two components as shown in Figure 3.29.

N = 5 years.A1 = $1,000, G = $250, i = 12% per year,

$1,000

10

P � P1 � P2

$1,000

1

Gradient series

Equal payment series

2 3 4 5

0

P1

$250
$500

$750
$1,000

1 2 3 4 5

0

P2

2 3
Years

4 5

$1,250
$1,500

$1,750
$2,000

�
�

Figure 3.29 Cash flow diagram (Example 3.20).
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The first component is an equal payment series and the second is a linear gra-
dient series (G). We have

Note that the value of N in the gradient factor is 5, not 4. This is because, by defini-
tion of the series, the first gradient value begins at period 2.

COMMENTS: As a check, we can compute the present worth of the cash flow by using
the (P/F, 12%, n) factors:

 = $5,204.

 = $1,00013.60482 + $25016.3972
 P = A11P>A, 12%, 52 + G1P>G, 12%, 52
 P = P1 + P2

1A12,

Period (n) Cash Flow (P/F, 12%, n) Present Worth

1 $1,000 0.8929 $   892.90

2 1,250 0.7972 996.50

3 1,500 0.7118 1,067.70

4 1,750 0.6355 1,112.13

5 2,000 0.5674 1,134.80
Total $5,204.03

The slight difference is caused by a rounding error.

Gradient-to-Equal-Payment Series Conversion Factor: Find A,
Given G, i, and N
We can obtain an equal payment series equivalent to the gradient series, as depicted in
Figure 3.30, by substituting Eq. (3.17) for P into Eq. (3.12) to obtain

(3.18)

where the resulting factor in brackets is referred to as the gradient-to-equal-payment series
conversion factor and is designated (A/G, i, N).

A = GB 11 + i2N - iN - 1

i[11 + i2N - 1]
R = G1A>G, i, N2,
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EXAMPLE 3.21 Linear Gradient: Find A, Given A1, G, i, and N

John and Barbara have just opened two savings accounts at their credit union. The
accounts earn 10% annual interest. John wants to deposit $1,000 in his account at the
end of the first year and increase this amount by $300 for each of the next five years.
Barbara wants to deposit an equal amount each year for the next six years. What
should be the size of Barbara’s annual deposit so that the two accounts will have
equal balances at the end of six years (Figure 3.31)?

Years

John’s deposit plan
Equal deposit plan

Gradient deposit series

0 1

$1,000
$1,300

$1,600
$1,900

$2,200
$2,500

32 4 5 6

0 1 2 3

A1 � $1,000

G � $300

�
�

4 5 6

0 1 2

$300

3

$600

4

$900

5

$1,200

6

$1,500

Figure 3.31 John’s deposit series viewed as a combination of uniform
and gradient series (Example 3.21).

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: A.

N = 6.A1 = $1,000, G = $300, i = 10%,

Years Years
0 1

G

2 3 4 N – 1 N

2G

3G

(N – 2)G

(N – 1)GStrict gradient series Equivalent uniform series

A = G (A/G, i, N)

0 1

A A A A

2 3 4 N – 1 N

A A

�

Figure 3.30
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Since we use the end-of-period convention unless otherwise stated, this series begins
at the end of the first year and the last contribution occurs at the end of the sixth year.
We can separate the constant portion of $1,000 from the series, leaving the gradient
series of 0, 0, 300, 600, 1,500.

To find the equal payment series beginning at the end of year 1 and ending at
year 6 that would have the same present worth as that of the gradient series, we may
proceed as follows:

Barbara’s annual contribution should be $1,667.08.

COMMENTS: Alternatively, we can compute Barbara’s annual deposit by first com-
puting the equivalent present worth of John’s deposits and then finding the equivalent
uniform annual amount. The present worth of this combined series is

The equivalent uniform deposit is

(The slight difference in cents is caused by a rounding error.)

A = $7,260.561A>P, 10%, 62 = $1,667.02.

 = $7,260.56.

 = $1,00014.35532 + $30019.68422
P = $1,0001P>A, 10%, 62 + $3001P>G, 10%, 62

 = $1,667.08.

 = $1,000 + $30012.222362
 A = $1,000 + $3001A>G, 10%, 62

Á ,

Suppose that you make a series of annual deposits into a bank account that pays 10%
interest. The initial deposit at the end of the first year is $1,200. The deposit amounts
decline by $200 in each of the next four years. How much would you have immedi-
ately after the fifth deposit?

SOLUTION

Given: Cash flow shown in Figure 3.32, and 

Find: F.

N = 5 years.i = 10% per year,

EXAMPLE 3.22 Declining Linear Gradient: Find F,
Given A1, G, i, and N
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0

$1,200

1

$1,000

2

$800

3

$600

4

$400

Original cash flow

F = F1 – F2

 Years

0 1 2 3

A1 = $1,200

4

Equal payment series
F1

Years
5

0 1 2 3

$800
$600$400

$200

4

Gradient series

F2
Years

5

5
–

Figure 3.32

The cash flow includes a decreasing gradient series. Recall that we derived the linear
gradient factors for an increasing gradient series. For a decreasing gradient series, the
solution is most easily obtained by separating the flow into two components: a uni-
form series and an increasing gradient that is subtracted from the uniform series
(Figure 3.32). The future value is

3.3.6 Geometric Gradient Series
Many engineering economic problems—particularly those relating to construction
costs—involve cash flows that increase or decrease over time, not by a constant amount
(as with a linear gradient), but rather by a constant percentage (a geometric gradient).
This kind of cash flow is called compound growth. Price changes caused by inflation are
a good example of a geometric gradient series. If we use g to designate the percentage
change in a payment from one period to the next, the magnitude of the nth payment,
is related to the first payment by the formula

(3.19)An = A111 + g2n - 1, n = 1, 2, Á , N.

A1

An,

 = $5,115.
 = $1,20016.1052 - $20016.862211.6112
 = A11F>A, 10%, 52 - $2001P>G, 10%, 521F>P, 10%, 52

 F = F1 - F2

Geometric
growth:
The year-over-
year growth rate
of an investment
over a specified
period of time.
Compound
growth is an
imaginary num-
ber that de-
scribes the rate
at which an in-
vestment grew 
as though it had
grown at a 
steady rate.
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The variable g can take either a positive or a negative sign, depending on the type of cash
flow. If the series will increase, and if the series will decrease. Figure 3.33
illustrates the cash flow diagram for this situation.

Present-Worth Factor: Find P, Given g, i, and N
Notice that the present worth of any cash flow at interest rate i is

To find an expression for the present amount P for the entire series, we apply the
single-payment present-worth factor to each term of the series:

(3.20)

Bringing the constant term outside the summation yields

(3.21)

Let and Then, rewrite Eq. (3.21) as

(3.22)

Since the summation in Eq. (3.22) represents the first N terms of a geometric series, we
may obtain the closed-form expression as follows: First, multiply Eq. (3.22) by x to get

(3.23)xP = a1x2
+ x3

+ x4
+

Á
+ xN + 12.

P = a1x + x2
+ x3

+
Á

+ xN2.
x =

1 + g

1 + i
.a =

A1

1 + g

P =

A1

11 + g2  a
N

n = 1
c1 + g

1 + i
dn.

A111 + g2-1

P = a
N

n = 1
A111 + g2n - 111 + i2-n.

Pn = An11 + i2-n
= A111 + g2n - 111 + i2-n.

An

A1,

g 6 0,g 7 0,

A1

A1

A1(1 � g)

A1(1 � g)

A1(1 � g)2

A1(1 � g)2

A1(1 � g)N�1

A1(1 � g)N�1

g > 0

Increasing geometric series Decreasing geometric series

P P

N

g < 0

4321 N4321
0

Figure 3.33 A geometrically increasing or decreasing gradient series at a 
constant rate g.
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Then, subtract Eq. (3.23) from Eq. (3.22):

(3.24)

If we replace the original values for a and x, we obtain

(3.25)

or

The factor within brackets is called the geometric-gradient-series present-worth factor
and is designated In the special case where Eq. (3.21) becomes

EXAMPLE 3.23 Geometric Gradient: Find P, Given A1,
g, i, and N

P = [A1/11 + i2]N.
i = g,1P/A1, g, i, N2.

P = A11P>A1, g, i, N2.

P = c A1 c1 - 11 + g2N11 + i2-N

i - g
d if i Z g

NA1>11 + i2 if i = g
,

 P =

a1x - xN+12
1 - x

 1x Z 12.
 P11 - x2 = a1x - xN+12

 P - xP = a1x - xN+12

Ansell, Inc., a medical device manufacturer, uses compressed air in solenoids and
pressure switches in its machines to control various mechanical movements. Over
the years, the manufacturing floor has changed layouts numerous times. With each
new layout, more piping was added to the compressed-air delivery system to accommo-
date new locations of manufacturing machines. None of the extra, unused old pipe was
capped or removed; thus, the current compressed-air delivery system is inefficient
and fraught with leaks. Because of the leaks, the compressor is expected to run 70%
of the time that the plant will be in operation during the upcoming year. This will
require 260 kWh of electricity at a rate of $0.05/kWh. (The plant runs 250 days a
year, 24 hours per day.) If Ansell continues to operate the current air delivery system,
the compressor run time will increase by 7% per year for the next five years because
of ever-worsening leaks. (After five years, the current system will not be able to meet
the plant’s compressed-air requirement, so it will have to be replaced.) If Ansell
decides to replace all of the old piping now, it will cost $28,570.

The compressor will still run the same number of days; however, it will run 23%
less (or will have usage during the day) because of the re-
duced air pressure loss. If Ansell’s interest rate is 12%, is the machine worth fixing now?

SOLUTION

Given: Current power consumption, and 
Find: and P.A1

N = 5 years.g = 7%, i = 12%,

70%11 - 0.232 = 53.9%
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Step 1: We need to calculate the cost of power consumption of the current piping
system during the first year:

Step 2: Each year, the annual power cost will increase at the rate of 7% over the pre-
vious year’s cost. The anticipated power cost over the five-year period is
summarized in Figure 3.34. The equivalent present lump-sum cost at 12%
for this geometric gradient series is

 = $222,283.

 = $54,440 c1 - 11 + 0.072511 + 0.122-5

0.12 - 0.07
d

 POld = $54,4401P>A1, 7%, 12%, 52

= $54,440.

 * 1260 kWh2 * 1$0.05/kWh2
 = 170%2 * 1250 days>year2 * 124 hours>day2

 * kWh * $/kWh

 * hours per day

 * days operating per year

 Power cost = % of day operating

0

$54,440

1

$58,251

2

$62,328

3

$66,691

4

$71,360

5

g = 7%

 Years

Figure 3.34 Annual power cost series if repair is not performed.

Step 3: If Ansell replaces the current compressed-air system with the new one, the
annual power cost will be 23% less during the first year and will remain at
that level over the next five years. The equivalent present lump-sum cost at
12% is then

Step 4: The net cost for not replacing the old system now is 
Since the new system costs only $28,570, the

replacement should be made now.
( = $222,283 - $151,1092. $71,174

 = $151,109.

 = $41,918.8013.60482
 PNew = $54,44011 - 0.2321P>A, 12%, 52
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Jimmy Carpenter, a self-employed individual, is opening a retirement account at a
bank. His goal is to accumulate $1,000,000 in the account by the time he retires from
work in 20 years’ time. A local bank is willing to open a retirement account that pays
8% interest compounded annually throughout the 20 years. Jimmy expects that his
annual income will increase 6% yearly during his working career. He wishes to start
with a deposit at the end of year 1 and increase the deposit at a rate of 6% each
year thereafter. What should be the size of his first deposit The first deposit
will occur at the end of year 1, and subsequent deposits will be made at the end of
each year. The last deposit will be made at the end of year 20.

SOLUTION

Given: and 
Find: as in Figure 3.35.

We have

Solving for yields

A1 = $1,000,000>72.6911 = $13,757.

A1

 = A1172.69112.
F = A11P>A1, 6%, 8%, 202 (F>P, 8%, 20)

A1

N = 20 years.i = 8% per year,F = $1,000,000, g = 6% per year,

1A12?
1A12

A1 = $13,757

A20 = A1(1+ 0.06)19

= $41,623

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

$1,000,000

Years

20

Figure 3.35 Jimmy Carpenter’s retirement plan (Example 3.24).

COMMENTS: In this example, we assumed that the cost of removing the old system
was included in the cost of installing the new system. If the removed system has
some salvage value, replacing it will result in even greater savings. We will consider
many types of replacement issues in Chapter 14.

EXAMPLE 3.24 Geometric Gradient: Find A1, Given F, g, i, and N
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Table 3.4 summarizes the interest formulas developed in this section and the cash
flow situations in which they should be used. Recall that these formulas are applicable
only to situations where the interest (compounding) period is the same as the payment pe-
riod (e.g., annual compounding with annual payment). Also, we present some useful
Excel financial commands in the table.

3.4 Unconventional Equivalence Calculations
In the preceding section, we occasionally presented two or more methods of attacking
problems even though we had standard interest factor equations by which to solve them.
It is important that you become adept at examining problems from unusual angles and
that you seek out unconventional solution methods, because not all cash flow problems
conform to the neat patterns for which we have discovered and developed equations.
Two categories of problems that demand unconventional treatment are composite
(mixed) cash flows and problems in which we must determine the interest rate implicit
in a financial contract. We will begin this section by examining instances of composite
cash flows.

3.4.1 Composite Cash Flows
Although many financial decisions do involve constant or systematic changes in cash
flows, others contain several components of cash flows that do not exhibit an overall pat-
tern. Consequently, it is necessary to expand our analysis to deal with these mixed types of
cash flows.

To illustrate, consider the cash flow stream shown in Figure 3.36. We want to com-
pute the equivalent present worth for this mixed payment series at an interest rate of 15%.
Three different methods are presented.

Method 1. A “brute force” approach is to multiply each payment by the appropri-
ate (P/F, 10%, n) factors and then to sum these products to obtain the present worth
of the cash flows, $543.72. Recall that this is exactly the same procedure we used to
solve the category of problems called the uneven payment series, described in
Section 3.3.3. Figure 3.36 illustrates this computational method.

Method 2. We may group the cash flow components according to the type of cash
flow pattern that they fit, such as the single payment, equal payment series, and so
forth, as shown in Figure 3.37. Then the solution procedure involves the following
steps:

• Group 1: Find the present worth of $50 due in year 1:

• Group 2: Find the equivalent worth of a $100 equal payment series at year 1
and then bring this equivalent worth at year 0 again:

$1001P>A, 15%, 321P>F, 15%, 12 = $198.54.
5

V1

1V12,

$501P>F, 15%, 12 = $43.48.
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Factor Cash Flow
Flow Type Notation Formula Excel Command Diagram

S Compound  
I amount
N (F/P, i, N)
G Present  
L worth
E (P/F, i, N)
E Compound
Q amount
U (F/A, i, N)
A
L

P Sinking
A fund
Y (A/F, i, N)
M
E
N

PresentT
worth

S
(P/A, i, N)

E
R Capital
I recovery
E (A/P, i, N)
S

G Linear
R gradient
A
D Present
I worth
E (P/G, i, N)
N

Conversion factor T
(A/G, i, N)

S Geometric
E gradient
R
I Present 
E worth
S

P = DA1 c1 - 11 + g2N11 + i2-N

i - g
d

A1a N

1 + i
b1if i = g2

A = G c 11 + i2N - iN - 1

i[11 + i2N - 1]
d

P = G c 11 + i2N - iN - 1

i211 + i2N d

= PMT1i, N,, P2A = P c i11 + i2N
11 + i2N - 1

d

= PV1i, N, A,, 02P = A c 11 + i2N - 1

i11 + i2N d

A = F c i

11 + i2N - 1
d = PMT1i, N, P, F, 02

= PV1i, N, A,, 02F = A c 11 + i2N - 1

i
d

= PV1i, N, F,, 02P = F11 + i2-N

= FV1i, N, P,, 02F = P11 + i2N

TABLE 3.4 Summary of Discrete Compounding Formulas with Discrete Payments

F

N

F

0

A A A A

N�1

A

N

F
2 310

A A A A A

1 2 3 N�1N

1
P

G
2G
(N�2)G

2 3 N�1N

1
P

A1

A1(1�g)N�1

A2
A3

2 3 N1P/A1, g, i, N2
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$200 (P/F,15%,9) = $57.78

$150 (P/F,15%,7) = $56.39
$150 (P/F,15%,6) = $64.85
$150 (P/F,15%,5) = $74.58
$100 (P/F,15%,4) = $57.18
$100 (P/F,15%,3) = $65.75
$100 (P/F,15%,2) = $75.61
$50 (P/F,15%,1) = $43.48

$150 (P/F,15%,8) = $49.04

$543.72

0

$543.72

$50

1

$100 

2

$100

3

$100

4

$150

5

$150

6

$150

7

$150

8

$200

9
Years

Figure 3.36 Equivalent present worth calculation using only
P/F factors (Method 1 “Brute Force Approach”).

0

$50

1

$100

2

$100

3

$244.85 � $150(P/A, 15%, 4)(P/F, 15%, 4)

$56.85 � $200(P/F, 15%, 9)
$543.72$543.72

$198.54 � $100(P/A, 15%, 3)(P/F, 15%, 1)

$43.48 � $50(P/F, 15%, 1)

$100

4

$150

5

$150

6

$150

7

$150

8

$200

9

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Years

Group 4

Figure 3.37 Equivalent present-worth calculation for an 
uneven payment series, using P/F and P/A factors (Method 2:
grouping approach).
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• Group 3: Find the equivalent worth of a $150 equal payment series at year 4
and then bring this equivalent worth at year 0.

• Group 4: Find the equivalent present worth of the $200 due in year 9:

• Group total—sum the components:

A pictorial view of this computational process is given in Figure 3.37.

Method 3. In computing the present worth of the equal payment series compo-
nents, we may use an alternative method.

• Group 1: Same as in Method 2.

• Group 2: Recognize that a $100 equal payment series will be received during
years 2 through 4. Thus, we could determine the value of a four-year annuity,
subtract the value of a one-year annuity from it, and have remaining the value
of a four-year annuity whose first payment is due in year 2. This result is
achieved by subtracting the (P/A, 15%, 1) for a one-year, 15% annuity from
that for a four-year annuity and then multiplying the difference by $100:

Thus, the equivalent present worth of the annuity component of the uneven
stream is $198.54.

• Group 3: We have another equal payment series that starts in year 5 and ends
in year 8.

• Group 4: Same as Method 2.

• Group total—sum the components:

Either the “brute force” method of Figure 3.35 or the method utilizing both (P/A, i, n)
and (P/F, i, n) factors can be used to solve problems of this type. However, Method 2 or
Method 3 is much easier if the annuity component runs for many years. For example,
the alternative solution would be clearly superior for finding the equivalent present
worth of a stream consisting of $50 in year 1, $200 in years 2 through 19, and $500 in
year 20.

P = $43.48 + $198.54 + $244.85 + $56.85 = $543.72.

 = $244.85.

 $150[1P>A, 15%, 82 - 1P>A, 15%, 42] = $15014.4873 - 2.85502

 = $198.54.

 $100[1P>A, 15%, 42 - 1P>A, 15%, 12] = $10012.8550 - 0.86962

P = $43.48 + $198.54 + $244.85 + $56.85 = $543.72.

$2001P>F, 15%, 92 = $56.85.

$1501P>A, 15%, 421P>F, 15%, 42 = $244.85.
5

V4

1V42,

110 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence
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0

$100

1

$100

2

$300

3

$300

4

$300

5

Cash flow 1

0

C

1

C

2 3

C

4

C

5

Cash flow 2

 Years Years

Figure 3.38 Equivalence calculation (Example 3.25).

The two cash flows in Figure 3.38 are equivalent at an interest rate of 12% com-
pounded annually. Determine the unknown value C.

SOLUTION

Given: Cash flows as in Figure 3.38; 
Find: C.

• Method 1. Compute the present worth of each cash flow at time 0:

Since the two flows are equivalent, and we have

Solving for C, we obtain 
• Method 2. We may select a time point other than 0 for comparison. The best

choice of a base period is determined largely by the cash flow patterns. Obvi-
ously, we want to select a base period that requires the minimum number of in-
terest factors for the equivalence calculation. Cash flow 1 represents a
combined series of two equal payment cash flows, whereas cash flow 2 can be
viewed as an equal payment series with the third payment missing. For cash

C = $256.97.

743.42 = 2.8930C.

P1 = P2,

 = 2.8930C.

 P2 = C1P>A, 12%, 52 - C1P>F, 12%, 32
 = $743.42;

 P1 = $1001P>A, 12%, 22 + $3001P>A, 12%, 321P>F, 12%, 22

i = 12% per year.

Section 3.4 Unconventional Equivalence Calculations 111

Also, note that in some instances we may want to find the equivalent value of a
stream of payments at some point other than the present (year 0). In this situation, we
proceed as before, but compound and discount to some other point in time—say, year 2,
rather than year 0. Example 3.25 illustrates the situation.

EXAMPLE 3.25 Cash Flows with Subpatterns
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Figure 3.39 Establishing a college fund (Example 3.26). Note
that the $40,000 figure represents the actual anticipated expenditures
considering the future inflation.

112 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

A couple with a newborn daughter wants to save for their child’s college expenses in
advance. The couple can establish a college fund that pays 7% annual interest. Assum-
ing that the child enters college at age 18, the parents estimate that an amount of
$40,000 per year (actual dollars) will be required to support the child’s college expenses
for 4 years. Determine the equal annual amounts the couple must save until they send
their child to college. (Assume that the first deposit will be made on the child’s first
birthday and the last deposit on the child’s 18th birthday. The first withdrawal will be
made at the beginning of the freshman year, which also is the child’s 18th birthday.)

SOLUTION

Given: Deposit and withdrawal series shown in Figure 3.39; 
Find: Unknown annual deposit amount (X).

i = 7% per year.

X � ?

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

$40,000

18 19 20 21

Years

flow 1, computing the equivalent worth at period 5 will require only two inter-
est factors:

For cash flow 2, computing the equivalent worth of the equal payment series at
period 5 will also require two interest factors:

Therefore, the equivalence would be obtained by letting 

Solving for C yields which is the same result obtained from
Method 1. The alternative solution of shifting the time point of comparison will
require only four interest factors, whereas Method 1 requires five interest factors.

C = $256.97,

$1,310.16 = 5.0984C.

V5,1 = V5,2:

 = 5.0984C.

 V5,2 = C1F>A, 12%, 52 - C1F>P, 12%, 22

 = $1,310.16.

 V5,1 = $1001F>A, 12%, 52 + $2001F>A, 12%, 32

EXAMPLE 3.26 Establishing a College Fund
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• Method 1. Establish economic equivalence at period 0:

Step 1: Find the equivalent single lump-sum deposit now:

Step 2: Find the equivalent single lump-sum withdrawal now:

Step 3: Since the two amounts are equivalent, by equating 
we obtain X:

• Method 2. Establish the economic equivalence at the child’s 18th birthday:

Step 1: Find the accumulated deposit balance on the child’s 18th birthday:

Step 2: Find the equivalent lump-sum withdrawal on the child’s 18th
birthday:

Step 3: Since the two amounts must be the same, we obtain

The computational steps are summarized in Figure 3.40. In general, the second
method is the more efficient way to obtain an equivalence solution to this type
of decision problem.

COMMENTS: To verify whether the annual deposits of $4,264 over 18 years would be
sufficient to meet the child’s college expenses, we can calculate the actual year-by-
year balances: With the 18 annual deposits of $4,264, the balance on the child’s 18th
birthday is

$4,2641F>A, 7%, 182 = $144,972.

 X = $4,264.

 33.9990X = $144,972

 = $144,972.

 V18 = $40,000 + $40,0001P>A, 7%, 32

 = 33.9990X.

 V18 = X1F>A, 7%, 182

 X = $4,264.

 10.0591X = $42,892

PWithdrawal,

PDeposit =

 = $42,892.

 PWithdrawal = $40,0001P>A, 7%, 421P>F, 7%, 172

 = 10.0591X.

 PDeposit = X1P/A, 7%, 182
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From this balance, the couple will make four annual tuition payments:

3.4.2 Determining an Interest Rate to Establish 
Economic Equivalence

Thus far, we have assumed that, in equivalence calculations, a typical interest rate is
given. Now we can use the same interest formulas that we developed earlier to deter-
mine interest rates that are explicit in equivalence problems. For most commercial loans,
interest rates are already specified in the contract. However, when making some invest-
ments in financial assets, such as stocks, you may want to know the rate of growth (or
rate of return) at which your asset is appreciating over the years. (This kind of calcula-
tion is the basis of rate-of-return analysis, which is covered in Chapter 7.) Although we
can use interest tables to find the rate that is implicit in single payments and annuities, it
is more difficult to find the rate that is implicit in an uneven series of payments. In such
cases, a trial-and-error procedure or computer software may be used. To illustrate, con-
sider Example 3.27.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 170

18 19 20 21

$40,000

33.999X

$144,972

x � ?

Figure 3.40 An alternative equivalence calculation (Example 3.26).

Year Beginning Interest Tuition Ending
N Balance Earned Payment Balance

Freshman $144,972 $       0 $40,000 $104,972

Sophomore 104,972 7,348 40,000 72,320

Junior 72,320 5,062 40,000 37,382

Senior 37,382 2,618 40,000 0
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You may have already won $2 million! Just peel the game piece off the Instant Winner
Sweepstakes ticket, and mail it to us along with your order for subscriptions to your
two favorite magazines. As a grand prize winner, you may choose between a $1 million
cash prize paid immediately or $100,000 per year for 20 years—that’s $2 million! Sup-
pose that, instead of receiving one lump sum of $1 million, you decide to accept the 20
annual installments of $100,000. If you are like most jackpot winners, you will be
tempted to spend your winnings to improve your lifestyle during the first several years.
Only after you get this type of spending “out of your system” will you save later sums
for investment purposes. Suppose that you are considering the following two options:

Option 1: You save your winnings for the first 7 years and then spend every
cent of the winnings in the remaining 13 years.

Option 2: You do the reverse, spending for 7 years and then saving for 13 years.

If you can save winnings at 7% interest, how much would you have at the end of 20
years, and what interest rate on your savings will make these two options equiva-
lent? (Cash flows into savings for the two options are shown in Figure 3.41.)

SOLUTION

Given: Cash flows in Figure 3.41.
Find: (a) F and (b) i at which the two flows are equivalent.

(a) In Option 1, the net balance at the end of year 20 can be calculated in two
steps: Find the accumulated balance at the end of year 7 first; then find
the equivalent worth of at the end of year 20. For Option 2, find the equiva-
lent worth of the 13 equal annual deposits at the end of year 20. We thus have

V7

1V72

EXAMPLE 3.27 Calculating an Unknown Interest Rate 
with Multiple Factors

2019181716151413121110987654

$100,000

320 1
YearsOption 1: Early savings series

F � ?

2019181716151413121110987654

$100,000

320 1
YearsOption 2: Late savings series

F � ?

Figure 3.41 Equivalence calculation (Example 3.27).
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Option 1 accumulates $71,421 more than Option 2.
(b) To compare the alternatives, we may compute the present worth for each option

at period 0. By selecting period 7, however, we can establish the same eco-
nomic equivalence with fewer interest factors. As shown in Figure 3.42, we calcu-
late the equivalent value for each option at the end of period 7, remembering
that the end of period 7 is also the beginning of period 8. (Recall from Example
3.4 that the choice of the point in time at which to compare two cash flows for
equivalence is arbitrary.)

• For Option 1,

• For Option 2,

We equate the two values:

1F>A, i, 72
1P>A, i, 132 = 1.

$100,0001F>A, i, 72 = $100,0001P>A, i, 132;

V7 = $100,0001P>A, i, 132.

V7 = $100,0001F>A, i, 72.

V7

 = $2,014,064.

 FOption 2 = $100,0001F>A, 7%, 132
 = $2,085,485;

 FOption 1 = $100,0001F>A, 7%, 721F>P, 7%, 132

$100,000

$100,000

2019181716151413121110987654320 1
Years

Option 2: Late savings series
V7 � $100,000(P/A, i, 13)V7

2019181716151413121110987654320 1
Years

Option 1: Early savings series
V7 � $100,000(F/A, i, 7)

V7

Figure 3.42 Establishing an economic equivalence at period 7
(Example 3.27).
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Here, we are looking for an interest rate that gives a ratio of unity. When using the in-
terest tables, we need to resort to a trial-and-error method. Suppose that we guess the
interest rate to be 6%. Then

This is less than unity. To increase the ratio, we need to use a value of i such that it
increases the (F/A, i, 7) factor value, but decreases the (P/A, i, 13) value. This will
happen if we use a larger interest rate. Let’s try 

Now the ratio is greater than unity.

1F>A, 7%, 72
1P>A, 7%, 132 =

8.6540
8.3577

= 1.0355.

i = 7%:

1F>A, 6%, 72
1P>A, 6%, 132 =

8.3938
8.8527

= 0.9482.

Interest Rate (F/A, i, 7)/(P/A, i, 13)

6% 0.9482

? 1.0000

7% 1.0355

As a result, we find that the interest rate is between 6% and 7% and may be approxi-
mated by linear interpolation as shown in Figure 3.43:

 = 6.5934%.

 = 6% + 1% c0.0518
0.0873

d
 i = 6% + 17% - 6%2c 1 - 0.9482

1.0355 - 0.9482
d

0.9000

0.9482

1.0000

1.0355

0 6% 6.5934% 7%

i

(F
/A

, i
, 7

)
(P

/A
, i

, 1
3)

a:b=c:d
bc=ad

c

a

d

b

Figure 3.43 Linear interpolation to find an unknown interest rate
(Example 3.27).

Interpolation
is a method of
constructing
new data points
from a discrete
set of known
data points.
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3 Goal Seek can be used when you know the result of a formula, but not the input value required by the formula
to decide the result. You can change the value of a specified cell until the formula that is dependent on the
changed cell returns the result you want. Goal Seek is found under the Tools menu.

At 6.5934% interest, the two options are equivalent, and you may decide to indulge
your desire to spend like crazy for the first 7 years. However, if you could obtain a
higher interest rate, you would be wiser to save for 7 years and spend for the next 13.

COMMENTS: This example demonstrates that finding an interest rate is an iterative
process that is more complicated and generally less precise than finding an equiva-
lent worth at a known interest rate. Since computers and financial calculators can
speed the process of finding unknown interest rates, such tools are highly recom-
mended for these types of problem solving. With Excel, a more precise break-even
value of 6.60219% is found by using the Goal Seek function.3

In Figure 3.44, the cell that contains the formula that you want to settle is called
the Set cell The value you want the formula to change to is called
To value (0) and the part of the formula that you wish to change is called By chang-
ing cell ($F$5, interest rate). The Set cell MUST always contain a formula or a func-
tion, whereas the Changing cell must contain a value only, not a formula or function.

1$F$11 � F7-F92.

Figure 3.44 Using the Goal Seek function in Excel to find the break-even interest rate
(Example 3.27). As soon as you select OK you will see that Goal Seek recalculates your for-
mula. You then have two options, OK or Cancel. If you select OK the new term will be inserted
into your worksheet. If you select Cancel, the Goal Seek box will disappear, and your work-
sheet will be in its original state.
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Problems 119

SUMMARY

� Money has a time value because it can earn more money over time. A number of terms
involving the time value of money were introduced in this chapter:

Interest is the cost of money. More specifically, it is a cost to the borrower and an
earning to the lender, above and beyond the initial sum borrowed or loaned.

Interest rate is a percentage periodically applied to a sum of money to determine the
amount of interest to be added to that sum.

Simple interest is the practice of charging an interest rate only to an initial sum.

Compound interest is the practice of charging an interest rate to an initial sum and to
any previously accumulated interest that has not been withdrawn from the initial sum.
Compound interest is by far the most commonly used system in the real world.

Economic equivalence exists between individual cash flows and/or patterns of cash
flows that have the same value. Even though the amounts and timing of the cash flows
may differ, the appropriate interest rate makes them equal.

� The compound-interest formula, perhaps the single most important equation in this text, is

where P is a present sum, i is the interest rate, N is the number of periods for which in-
terest is compounded, and F is the resulting future sum. All other important interest
formulas are derived from this one.

� Cash flow diagrams are visual representations of cash inflows and outflows along a
timeline. They are particularly useful for helping us detect which of the following five
patterns of cash flow is represented by a particular problem:

1. Single payment. A single present or future cash flow.

2. Uniform series. A series of flows of equal amounts at regular intervals.

3. Linear gradient series. A series of flows increasing or decreasing by a fixed
amount at regular intervals.

4. Geometric gradient series. A series of flows increasing or decreasing by a fixed
percentage at regular intervals.

5. Irregular series. A series of flows exhibiting no overall pattern. However, patterns
might be detected for portions of the series.

� Cash flow patterns are significant because they allow us to develop interest formu-
las, which streamline the solution of equivalence problems. Table 3.4 summarizes the
important interest formulas that form the foundation for all other analyses you will
conduct in engineering economic analysis.

PROBLEMS

Types of Interest
3.1 You deposit $5,000 in a savings account that earns 8% simple interest per year.

What is the minimum number of years you must wait to double your balance?

F = P11 + i2N,
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Suppose instead that you deposit the $5,000 in another savings account that earns
7% interest compounded yearly. How many years will it take now to double your
balance?

3.2 Compare the interest earned by $1,000 for five years at 8% simple interest with
that earned by the same amount for five years at 8% compounded annually.

3.3 You are considering investing $3,000 at an interest rate of 8% compounded annu-
ally for five years or investing the $3,000 at 9% per year simple interest for five
years. Which option is better?

3.4 You are about to borrow $10,000 from a bank at an interest rate of 9% com-
pounded annually. You are required to make five equal annual repayments in the
amount of $2,571 per year, with the first repayment occurring at the end of year 1.
Show the interest payment and principal payment in each year.

Equivalence Concept
3.5 Suppose you have the alternative of receiving either $12,000 at the end of five

years or P dollars today. Currently you have no need for money, so you would de-
posit the P dollars in a bank that pays 5% interest. What value of P would make
you indifferent in your choice between P dollars today and the promise of $12,000
at the end of five years?

3.6 Suppose that you are obtaining a personal loan from your uncle in the amount of
$20,000 (now) to be repaid in two years to cover some of your college expenses.
If your uncle usually earns 8% interest (annually) on his money, which is invested
in various sources, what minimum lump-sum payment two years from now would
make your uncle happy?

Single Payments (Use of F/P or P/F Factors)
3.7 What will be the amount accumulated by each of these present investments?

(a) $5,000 in 8 years at 5% compounded annually
(b) $2,250 in 12 years at 3% compounded annually
(c) $8,000 in 31 years at 7% compounded annually
(d) $25,000 in 7 years at 9% compounded annually

3.8 What is the present worth of these future payments?
(a) $5,500 6 years from now at 10% compounded annually
(b) $8,000 15 years from now at 6% compounded annually
(c) $30,000 5 years from now at 8% compounded annually
(d) $15,000 8 years from now at 12% compounded annually

3.9 For an interest rate of 13% compounded annually, find
(a) How much can be lent now if $10,000 will be repaid at the end of five years?
(b) How much will be required in four years to repay a $25,000 loan received now?

3.10 How many years will it take an investment to triple itself if the interest rate is 12%
compounded annually?

3.11 You bought 300 shares of Microsoft (MSFT) stock at $2,600 on December 31,
2005. Your intention is to keep the stock until it doubles in value. If you expect
15% annual growth for MSFT stock, how many years do you anticipate holding
onto the stock? Compare your answer with the solution obtained by the Rule of 72
(discussed in Example 3.10).
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3.12 From the interest tables in the text, determine the values of the following factors
by interpolation, and compare your answers with those obtained by evaluating the
F/P factor or the P/F factor:
(a) The single-payment compound-amount factor for 38 periods at 9.5% interest
(b) The single-payment present-worth factor for 47 periods at 8% interest

Uneven Payment Series
3.13 If you desire to withdraw the following amounts over the next five years from a

savings account that earns 8% interest compounded annually, how much do you
need to deposit now?

N Amount

2 $32,000

3 43,000

4 46,000

5 28,000

3.14 If $1,500 is invested now, $1,800 two years from now, and $2,000 four years from
now at an interest rate of 6% compounded annually, what will be the total amount
in 15 years?

3.15 A local newspaper headline blared, “Bo Smith Signed for $30 Million.” A reading
of the article revealed that on April 1, 2005, Bo Smith, the former record-breaking
running back from Football University, signed a $30 million package with the Dal-
las Rangers. The terms of the contract were $3 million immediately, $2.4 million
per year for the first five years (with the first payment after 1 year) and $3 million
per year for the next five years (with the first payment at year 6). If Bo’s interest
rate is 8% per year, what would his contract be worth at the time he signs it?

3.16 How much invested now at 6% would be just sufficient to provide three payments,
with the first payment in the amount of $7,000 occurring two years hence, then
$6,000 five years hence, and finally $5,000 seven years hence?

Equal Payment Series
3.17 What is the future worth of a series of equal year-end deposits of $1,000 for 

10 years in a savings account that earns 7%, annual interest if
(a) All deposits are made at the end of each year?
(b) All deposits are made at the beginning of each year?

3.18 What is the future worth of the following series of payments?
(a) $3,000 at the end of each year for 5 years at 7% compounded annually
(b) $4,000 at the end of each year for 12 years at 8.25% compounded annually
(c) $5,000 at the end of each year for 20 years at 9.4% compounded annually
(d) $6,000 at the end of each year for 12 years at 10.75% compounded annually

3.19 What equal annual series of payments must be paid into a sinking fund to accu-
mulate the following amounts?
(a) $22,000 in 13 years at 6% compounded annually
(b) $45,000 in 8 years at 7% compounded annually
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(c) $35,000 in 25 years at 8% compounded annually
(d) $18,000 in 8 years at 14% compounded annually

3.20 Part of the income that a machine generates is put into a sinking fund to replace
the machine when it wears out. If $1,500 is deposited annually at 7% interest, how
many years must the machine be kept before a new machine costing $30,000 can
be purchased?

3.21 A no-load (commission-free) mutual fund has grown at a rate of 11% com-
pounded annually since its beginning. If it is anticipated that it will continue to
grow at that rate, how much must be invested every year so that $15,000 will be
accumulated at the end of five years?

3.22 What equal annual payment series is required to repay the following present
amounts?
(a) $10,000 in 5 years at 5% interest compounded annually
(b) $5,500 in 4 years at 9.7% interest compounded annually
(c) $8,500 in 3 years at 2.5% interest compounded annually
(d) $30,000 in 20 years at 8.5% interest compounded annually

3.23 You have borrowed $25,000 at an interest rate of 16%. Equal payments will be
made over a three-year period. (The first payment will be made at the end of the
first year.) What will the annual payment be, and what will the interest payment be
for the second year?

3.24 What is the present worth of the following series of payments?
(a) $800 at the end of each year for 12 years at 5.8% compounded annually
(b) $2,500 at the end of each year for 10 years at 8.5% compounded annually
(c) $900 at the end of each year for 5 years at 7.25% compounded annually
(d) $5,500 at the end of each year for 8 years at 8.75% compounded annually

3.25 From the interest tables in Appendix B, determine the values of the following fac-
tors by interpolation and compare your results with those obtained from evaluat-
ing the A/P and P/A interest formulas:
(a) The capital recovery factor for 38 periods at 6.25% interest
(b) The equal payment series present-worth factor for 85 periods at 9.25% interest

Linear Gradient Series
3.26 An individual deposits an annual bonus into a savings account that pays 8% inter-

est compounded annually. The size of the bonus increases by $2,000 each year,
and the initial bonus amount was $5,000. Determine how much will be in the ac-
count immediately after the fifth deposit.

3.27 Five annual deposits in the amounts of $3,000, $2,500, $2,000, $1,500, and
$1,000, in that order, are made into a fund that pays interest at a rate of 7% com-
pounded annually. Determine the amount in the fund immediately after the fifth
deposit.

3.28 Compute the value of P in the accompanying cash flow diagram, assuming that
i = 9%.
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3.29 What is the equal payment series for 12 years that is equivalent to a payment se-
ries of $15,000 at the end of the first year, decreasing by $1,000 each year over 
12 years? Interest is 8% compounded annually.

Geometric Gradient Series
3.30 Suppose that an oil well is expected to produce 100,000 barrels of oil during its

first year in production. However, its subsequent production (yield) is expected to
decrease by 10% over the previous year’s production. The oil well has a proven
reserve of 1,000,000 barrels.

(a) Suppose that the price of oil is expected to be $60 per barrel for the next
several years. What would be the present worth of the anticipated revenue
stream at an interest rate of 12% compounded annually over the next seven
years?

(b) Suppose that the price of oil is expected to start at $60 per barrel during the
first year, but to increase at the rate of 5% over the previous year’s price. What
would be the present worth of the anticipated revenue stream at an interest rate
of 12% compounded annually over the next seven years?

(c) Consider part (b) again. After three years’ production, you decide to sell the oil
well. What would be a fair price?

3.31 A city engineer has estimated the annual toll revenues from a newly proposed
highway construction over 20 years as follows:

To validate the bond, the engineer was asked to present the estimated total present
value of toll revenue at an interest rate of 6%. Assuming annual compounding,
find the present value of the estimated toll revenue.

3.32 What is the amount of 10 equal annual deposits that can provide five annual with-
drawals when a first withdrawal of $5,000 is made at the end of year 11 and sub-
sequent withdrawals increase at the rate of 8% per year over the previous year’s
withdrawal if

(a) The interest rate is 9% compounded annually?

(b) The interest rate is 6% compounded annually?

n = 1, 2, Á , 20.

An = 1$2,000,00021n211.062n - 1,

0

$100

1

$150

2

$100

P

$150

3

$200

4

$200

5

$250

6

$250

7

 Years
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Various Interest Factor Relationships
3.33 By using only those factors given in interest tables, find the values of the factors

that follow, which are not given in your tables. Show the relationship between the
factors by using factor notation, and calculate the value of the factor. Then com-
pare the solution you obtained by using the factor formulas with a direct calcula-
tion of the factor values.

Example:
(a) (P/F, 8%, 67)
(b) (A/P, 8%, 42)
(c) (P/A, 8%, 135)

3.34 Prove the following relationships among interest factors:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Equivalence Calculations
3.35 Find the present worth of the cash receipts where compounded annu-

ally with only four interest factors.
i = 12%

1P/G, i, N : q2 = 1/i2
1A/P, i, N : q2 = i
1P/A, i, N : q2 = 1/i
1A/P, i, N2 = i/[1 - 1P/F, i, N2]
1A/F, i, N2 = 1A/P, i, N2 - i
1P/F, i, N2 = 1 - 1P/A, i, N2i
1F/P, i, N2 = i1F/A, i, N2 + 1

1F/P, 8%, 382 = 1F/P, 8%, 3021F/P, 8%, 82 = 18.6253

P

0

$100

2

$150

4

$200

61 3 5 7 8 9 10 
Years

3.36 Find the equivalent present worth of the cash receipts where In other
words, how much do you have to deposit now (with the second deposit in the
amount of $200 at the end of the first year) so that you will be able to withdraw
$200 at the end of second year, $120 at the end of third year, and so forth if the
bank pays you a 8% annual interest on your balance?

i = 8%.

0

$200

1

P

$200

2

$120

3

$120

4

$300

5 
Years
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3.37 What value of A makes two annual cash flows equivalent at 13% interest com-
pounded annually?

3.39 Solve for the present worth of this cash flow using at most three interest factors at
10% interest compounded annually.

0

$100

1

$100

2

$120

3

$120

4

$120

5

0 1

AA

2

A

3

A

4

A

5

 Years

 Years

3.38 The two cash flow transactions shown in the accompanying cash flow diagram are
said to be equivalent at 6% interest compounded annually. Find the unknown
value of X that satisfies the equivalence.

$150

1

$200

0

$100

2

$100

3

$150

4

$200

5

X

10

X

2

X

3

X

4

X

5

 Years

 Years

0

$20

1 2

$20

$40

$60

6

$20

7 8 9

10

$40

11

$60

12

Years
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3.40 From the accompanying cash flow diagram, find the value of C that will establish
the economic equivalence between the deposit series and the withdrawal series at
an interest rate of 8% compounded annually.

0

C

1

C

2 4

C

6

C

8

C

3 5

C

7

9

$6000

10

Years

(a) $1,335 (b) $862
(c) $1,283 (d) $828

3.41 The following equation describes the conversion of a cash flow into an equivalent
equal payment series with 

Reconstruct the original cash flow diagram.

3.42 Consider the cash flow shown in the accompanying diagram. What value of C
makes the inflow series equivalent to the outflow series at an interest rate of 10%?

+ [3001F>A, 6%, 32 - 500]1A>F, 6%, 102.
* 1P>A, 6%, 721A>P, 6%, 102

A = [800 + 201A>G, 6%, 72]
N = 10:

C C C C C C

0
1 2

2C

C

3 4

$300

5 6

$500

7 8
 Years

3.43 Find the value of X so that the two cash flows shown in the diagram are equivalent
for an interest rate of 8%.

0

$200

1

$200

2

$200

3

$150

4

$200

5

0

X

1

X

2 3

$200$200

X

5

 Years

 Years
4
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

3.46 On the day his baby was born, a father decided to establish a savings account for
the child’s college education. Any money that is put into the account will earn an
interest rate of 8% compounded annually. The father will make a series of annual
deposits in equal amounts on each of his child’s birthdays from the 1st through the
18th, so that the child can make four annual withdrawals from the account in the
amount of $30,000 on each birthday. Assuming that the first withdrawal will be
made on the child’s 18th birthday, which of the following equations are correctly
used to calculate the required annual deposit?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

3.47 Find the equivalent equal payment series (A) using an A/G factor such that the two
cash flows are equivalent at 10% compounded annually.

1P/F, 8%, 202 + 1P/F, 8%, 212]1A/P, 8%, 182A = $30,000[1P/F, 8%, 182 + 1P/F, 8%, 192 +

A = [$30,0001P/A, 8%, 32 + $30,000]1A/F, 8%, 182
A = $30,0001P/A, 8%, 182 * 1F/P, 8%, 2121A/F, 8%, 42
A = $30,0001F/A, 8%, 42 * 1P/F, 8%, 2121A/P, 8%, 182
A = 1$30,000 * 42/18

F = R1F/A, 10%, 62 - R
F = R1F/A, 10%, 62
F = R + R1F/A, 10%, 52
F = R1F/A, 10%, 52 + R1F/P, 10%, 52
P = R1P/F, 10%, 52 + R1P/A, 10%, 52
P = R + R1P/A, 10%, 52
P = R1P/A, 10%, 62

3.44 What single amount at the end of the fifth year is equivalent to a uniform annual series
of $3,000 per year for 10 years if the interest rate is 9% compounded annually?

3.45 From the following list, identify all the correct equations used in computing either
the equivalent present worth (P) or future worth (F) for the cash flow shown at
i = 10%.

0

R

1

R R

2

R

3

R

4

R

5
Years

1

$50

0

$100

2

$150

3

$200

4

$250

5

A

1

A

0

A

2

A

3

A

4

A

5

Years

Cash flow diagram

Years
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In computing F at the end of year 5 at an interest rate of 12%, which of the fol-
lowing equations is incorrect?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

3.49 Consider the cash flow series given. In computing the equivalent worth at 
which of the following equations is incorrect?

n = 4,
F = [$5001A/P, 12%, 52 + $1,000] * 1F/A, 12%, 52
F = [$500 + $1,0001P/A, 12%, 52] * 1F/P, 12%, 52
F = $5001F/A, 12%, 62 + $5001F/A, 12%, 52
F = $1,0001F/A, 12%, 52 - $5001F/P, 12%, 52

3.48 Consider the following cash flow:

Year End Payment

0 $500

1–5 $1,000

0

$100

1

$100

2

$100

3

V4

4

$100

6

$100

5 
Years

Cash flow diagram

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

3.50 Henry Cisco is planning to make two deposits: $25,000 now and $30,000 at the end
of year 6. He wants to withdraw C each year for the first six years and 
each year for the next six years. Determine the value of C if the deposits earn 10% in-
terest compounded annually.
(a) $7,711
(b) $5,794
(c) $6,934
(d) $6,522

Solving for an Unknown Interest Rate or Unknown Interest Periods
3.51 At what rate of interest compounded annually will an investment double itself in

five years?

3.52 Determine the interest rate (i) that makes the pairs of cash flows shown economi-
cally equivalent.

1C + $1,0002
V4 = [$1001F/A, i, 62 - $1001F/P, i, 22]1P/F, i, 22
V4 = $1001F/A, i, 42 - $100 + $1001P/A, i, 22
V4 = $1001F/A, i, 32 + $1001P/A, i, 22
V4 = [$1001P/A, i, 62 - $1001P/F, i, 42]1F/P, i, 42
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0

$2000

1

$2000

2

$2000

3

$2000

4

$2000

6

$2000

5 

i = ?
Years

0

$2500

1

$1875

2

$1406

3

$1055

4

$593

6

$791

5 
Years

3.53 You have $10,000 available for investment in stock. You are looking for a growth
stock whose value can grow to $35,000 over five years. What kind of growth rate
are you looking for?

3.54 How long will it take to save $1 million if you invest $2,000 each year at 6%?

Short Case Studies

ST3.1 Read the following letter from a magazine publisher:

Dear Parent:

Currently your Growing Child/Growing Parent subscription will expire with your
24-month issue. To renew on an annual basis until your child reaches 72 months
would cost you a total of $63.84 ($15.96 per year). We feel it is so important for
you to continue receiving this material until the 72nd month, that we offer you an
opportunity to renew now for $57.12. Not only is this a savings of 10% over the
regular rate, but it is an excellent inflation hedge for you against increasing rates
in the future. Please act now by sending $57.12.
(a) If your money is worth 6% per year, determine whether this offer can be of any

value.
(b) What rate of interest would make you indifferent between the two renewal 

options?

ST3.2 The State of Florida sold a total of 36.1 million lottery tickets at $1 each during
the first week of January 2006. As prize money, a total of $41 million will be dis-
tributed ($1,952,381 at the beginning of each year) over the next 21 years. The
distribution of the first-year prize money occurs now, and the remaining lottery
proceeds will be put into the state’s educational reserve fund, which earns interest
at the rate of 6% compounded annually. After making the last prize distribution (at
the beginning of year 21), how much will be left over in the reserve account?
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ST3.3 A local newspaper carried the following story:

Texas Cowboys wide receiver John Young will earn either $11,406,000 over 
12 years or $8,600,000 over 6 years. Young must declare which plan he prefers.
The $11 million package is deferred through the year 2017, while the nonde-
ferred arrangement ends after the 2011 season. Regardless of which plan is
chosen, Young will be playing through the 2011 season. Here are the details of
the two plans:

130 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

(a) As it happened, Young ended up with the nondeferred plan. In retrospect, if
Young’s interest rate were 6%, did he make a wise decision in 2006?

(b) At what interest rate would the two plans be economically equivalent?

ST3.4 Fairmont Textile has a plant in which employees have been having trouble with
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS, an inflammation of the nerves that pass through
the carpal tunnel, a tight space at the base of the palm), resulting from long-term
repetitive activities, such as years of sewing. It seems as if 15 of the employees
working in this facility developed signs of CTS over the last five years. Deep-
South, the company’s insurance firm, has been increasing Fairmont’s liability
insurance steadily because of this problem. DeepSouth is willing to lower the
insurance premiums to $16,000 a year (from the current $30,000 a year) for the
next five years if Fairmont implements an acceptable CTS-prevention program
that includes making the employees aware of CTS and how to reduce the
chances of it developing. What would be the maximum amount that Fairmont
should invest in the program to make it worthwhile? The firm’s interest rate is
12% compounded annually.

Deferred Plan Nondeferred Plan

2006 $2,000,000 2006 $2,000,000

2007 566,000 2007 900,000

2008 920,000 2008 1,000,000

2009 930,000 2009 1,225,000

2010 740,000 2010 1,500,000

2011 740,000 2011 1,975,000

2012 740,000

2013 790,000

2014 540,000

2015 1,040,000

2016 1,140,000

2017 1,260,000

Total $11,406,000 Total $8,600,000
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ST3.5 Kersey Manufacturing Co., a small fabricator of plastics, needs to purchase an
extrusion molding machine for $120,000. Kersey will borrow money from a bank
at an interest rate of 9% over five years. Kersey expects its product sales to be
slow during the first year, but to increase subsequently at an annual rate of 10%.
Kersey therefore arranges with the bank to pay off the loan on a “balloon scale,”
which results in the lowest payment at the end of the first year and each subse-
quent payment being just 10% over the previous one. Determine the five annual
payments.

ST3.6 Adidas will put on sale what it bills as the world’s first computerized “smart
shoe.” But consumers will decide whether to accept the bionic running shoe’s
$250 price tag—four times the average shoe price at stores such as Foot Locker.
Adidas uses a sensor, a microprocessor, and a motorized cable system to auto-
matically adjust the shoe’s cushioning. The sensor under the heel measures com-
pression and decides whether the shoe is too soft or firm. That information is sent
to the microprocessor and, while the shoe is in the air, the cable adjusts the heel
cushion. The whole system weighs less than 40 grams. Adidas’s computer-driven
shoe—three years in the making—is the latest innovation in the $16.4 billion
U.S. sneaker industry. The top-end running shoe from New Balance lists for
$199.99. With runners typically replacing shoes by 500 miles, the $250 Adidas
could push costs to 50 cents per mile. Adidas is spending an estimated $20 mil-
lion on the rollout.4

The investment required to develop a full-scale commercial rollout cost Adidas
$70 million (including the $20 million ad campaign), which will be financed at an
interest rate of 10%. With a price tag of $250, Adidas will have about $100 net
cash profit from each sale. The product will have a five-year market life. Assum-
ing that the annual demand for the product remains constant over the market life,
how many units does Adidas have to sell each year to pay off the initial investment
and interest?

ST3.7 Millionaire Babies: How to Save Our Social Security System. It sounds a little
wild, but that is probably the point. Former Senator Bob Kerrey, D-Nebraska, had
proposed giving every newborn baby a $1,000 government savings account at
birth, followed by five annual contributions of $500 each. If the money is then left
untouched in an investment account, Kerrey said, by the time the baby reaches age
65, the $3,500 contribution per child would grow to $600,000, even at medium re-
turns for a thrift savings plan. At about 9.4%, the balance would grow to be
$1,005,132. (How would you calculate this number?) With about 4 million babies
born each year, the proposal would cost the federal government $4 billion annual-
ly. Kerrey offered this idea in a speech devoted to tackling Social Security reform.
About 90% of the total annual Social Security tax collections of more than $300
billion are used to pay current beneficiaries in the largest federal program. The re-
maining 10% is invested in interest-bearing government bonds that finance the
day-to-day expenses of the federal government. Discuss the economics of Kerrey’s
Social Security savings plan.

Short Case Studies 131

4 Source: “Adidas puts computer on new footing,” by Michael McCarthy, USA Today—Thursday, March 3,
2006, section 5B.
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ST3.9 Yuma, Arizona, resident Rosalind Setchfield won $1.3 million in a 1987 Arizona
lottery drawing, to be paid in 20 annual installments of $65,277. However, in
1989, her husband, a construction worker, suffered serious injuries when a crane
dropped a heavy beam on him. The couple’s medical expenses and debt mounted.
Six years later, in early 1995, a prize broker from Singer Asset Finance Co. tele-
phoned Mrs. Setchfield with a promising offer. Singer would immediately give
her $140,000 for one-half of each of her next 9 prize checks, an amount equal to
48% of the $293,746 she had coming over that period. A big lump sum had obvi-
ous appeal to Mrs. Setchfield at that time, and she ended up signing a contract
with Singer. Did she make the right decision? The following table gives the details
of the two options:

ST3.8 Recently an NFL quarterback agreed to an eight-year, $50 million contract that at
the time made him one of the highest paid players in professional football history.
The contract included a signing bonus of $11 million. The agreement called for an-
nual salaries of $2.5 million in 2005, $1.75 million in 2006, $4.15 million in 2007,
$4.90 million in 2008, $5.25 million in 2009, $6.2 million in 2010, $6.75 million in
2011, and $7.5 million in 2012. The $11 million signing bonus was prorated over
the course of the contract, so that an additional $1.375 million was paid each year
over the eight-year contract period. Table ST3.8 shows the net annual payment
schedule, with the salary paid at the beginning of each season.

(a) How much was the quarterback’s contract actually worth at the time of
signing?

(b) For the signing bonus portion, suppose that the quarterback was allowed to
take either the prorated payment option as just described or a lump-sum pay-
ment option in the amount of $8 million at the time he signed the contract.
Should he have taken the lump-sum option instead of the prorated one? As-
sume that his interest rate is 6%.

132 CHAPTER 3 Interest Rate and Economic Equivalence

Prorated Actual
Beginning Contract Signing Annual
of Season Salary Bonus Payment

2005 $2,500,000 $1,375,000 $3,875,000

2006 1,750,000 1,375,000 3,125,000

2007 4,150,000 1,375,000 5,525,000

2008 4,900,000 1,375,000 6,275,000

2009 5,250,000 1,375,000 6,625,000

2010 6,200,000 1,375,000 7,575,000

2011 6,750,000 1,375,000 8,125,000

2012 7,500,000 1,375,000 8,875,000

TABLE ST3.8 Net Annual Payment Schedule
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Reduced
Year Installment Year Installment Payment

1988 $65,277 1995 $65,277 $32,639

1989 65,277 1996 65,277 32,639

1990 65,277 1997 65,277 32,639

1991 65,277 1998 65,277 32,639

1992 65,277 1999 65,277 32,639

1993 65,277 2000 65,277 32,639

1994 65,277 2001 65,277 32,639

2002 65,277 32,639

2003 65,277 32,639

2004 65,277

2005 65,277

2006 65,277

2007 65,277
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